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EDITORIAL

IS IT ONE YEAR ALREADY?
BY IAN WARMAN, HEAD OF PRECIOUS METALS TRADE MANAGEMENT UNIT,
STANDARD CHARTERED BANK, CHAIR OF LBMA PHYSICAL COMMITTEE

I am happy to
report that I
have recently
celebrated an
anniversary, as it is now
just over a year since I
took on the mantle of the
Physical Committee Chair.
I am surprised at how
quickly the last year has
gone and this milestone
has prompted me to
think about what we
have achieved.

ISSUE
HIGHLIGHTS
Jon Spall Obituary
By Various Contributors, page 4

tonnage for refinery sourcing, which provides
a more complete holistic view.

China’s Golden Appetite –
Official Data at Last
By Matthew Turner, page 10

Sanctions – dealing with a restricted
individual with a significant interest or
sourcing from countries who are subject to
sanctions, are both key areas of discussion.

China and India Drive Gold Jewellery
Consumption Forward in 2019
By Nikos Kavalis, page 14

Tangible Net Worth - £15 mn threshold
introduced to protect against supply
disruption and churn.
We are also happy with the progress on
REACH reporting, as the scope has been
widened to cover bullion investment products.

WHAT CAN WE DO BETTER?
A frequently raised question, which we also
ask ourselves, is could we have reacted
quicker? There has to be a balance between
alerting members of a potential issue and
understanding the facts to determine if there
is actually an issue.

When looking back over my first year, it is
We are aware of the need to be responsive in
important to also look back at the original
alerting the market to issues and to provide
purpose of the Physical Committee and
decisions on the accreditation status of
how its purpose has evolved into its current
refinery production as quickly as possible,
role. The initial driver for the committee
and we will continue to work on how we can
was to ensure quality standards and the
achieve this.
standardisation of large bars. This has
One area of work in progress is a complete
become the cornerstone of the market that
overhaul of the Good Delivery Rules giving
all members rely upon, but the committee’s
more transparency on how exisiting refiners
role has evolved and we are now additionally
are monitored. The current Rules focus
required to consider other potential risks,
primarily on applications. We will be adding
including responsible sourcing assurance,
more substantial explanatory material on
proactive monitoring, tangible net worth,
how we monitor this on an
sanctions, money laundering
THERE HAS TO
on-going basis to ensure
and fraud. Additionally, driven
BE A BALANCE
quality and consistency.
by market demand, our focus
BETWEEN ALERTING
has become more global in
The important work on
nature and is centred on the
MEMBERS OF A
security features and the
growth of kilo bars, rather than
POTENTIAL ISSUE
ability to track dore through
the original focus on large
AND UNDERSTANDING to bars will greatly assist
bars in London.
THE FACTS TO
our work and provide
DETERMINE
IF
mitigation against potential
Over the last year, we have
THERE IS ACTUALLY fraudulent bars and
seen some well-publicised
ownership, plus some of
events that have impacted
AN ISSUE.
the above risks.
several LBMA accredited
refineries. Although I am sure
LBMA accreditation has a value in the market
that I do not need to repeat the
and is a kitemark that is relied upon by many
well-documented individual cases,
participants, and it is pleasing to see a strong
these do highlight some of the areas
pipeline of new applications.
that the Physical Committee reviews:
The valued support of the referees in this
Provable origin - in addition to individual
process is very much appreciated and is
refinery proactive monitoring, we now
assured as impartial due to the nature of the
receive a greater level of detail on both
blind testing process.
the country of origin and the respective

The Golden Thread – Jonathan Spall –
Voices of the London Bullion Market
By Dr Michele Blagg, page 17
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page 24
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page 31
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Speaking for the committee members, who
incidentally give their time and commitment
over and above their day jobs, the reason
that we do this is that we are all passionate
about the market and care about maintaining
the credibility of the bullion market. A quick
survey of the committee members (non-LBMA
employed) determined that, between us, we
have a combined 228 years of experience
in the precious metals markets. This wealth
of experience, across multiple backgrounds,
allows us to have a powerful level of insight
into most features of the bullion market. It is
also important to stress that this committee
does not act on behalf of individual interests
and will always have the wider benefit of the
market in mind. The work done on Responsible
Gold Sourcing and alignment to OECD
principles has been particularly beneficial.
The reputation and credibility of the bullion
physical market is critical for all of our
businesses and will remain key to the
workings of this committee.
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Jon Spall – Obituary

“A Man for
All Seasons”
It is with great sadness that we
report the passing of LBMA’s Head
of Marketing & Communications,
Jon Spall, who died peacefully on 9
February following a short illness. Here
we feature contributions from a number
of friends who worked with Jon during
his career in the bullion market which
spanned nearly four decades.

Jon had already impressed everyone
whilst working in the FX division at CS
and as I was actively looking for new
staff, I suggested that he transferred
over to our team.

“Everyone knew Jon”
by Andy Smith
Honest, generous, smart, brave, loyal, fun. As you’ll learn from the
tributes to follow – on the off-chance that you did not know already
– Jon was all these and more. His influence reached across time (a
whole generation of good work and deeds) and space (across the
world and market sectors, from ‘buy’ to ‘sell’ sides and all the links
in between). Everyone knew Jon, warmly. And our global markets were
lucky to have someone who treated people like family. He taught me
more about Purdey rifles, the Church of the Flying Spaghetti Monster
(don’t ask) and steak than I perhaps ever wanted to know, but there
was never a more eager pupil.
Lunch was never less than an adventure in
making you feel happy. “Free glass of
champagne here…two-for-one starter there…
what do you think, Andy?” Jon would ask.
He inscribed his book Investing in Gold to
me as follows: “Hope you don’t find too
many mistakes!” That’ll be the day, Jon.
His attitude to the gold market, and life in
general, is nicely captured by these few
words from the book’s introduction (published
2009): “In my 25 years of working in the
gold market I have encountered people
whom I deeply respected and enjoyed the
opportunity to learn from as well as those
who should not have been allowed out to buy
a newspaper.” I can almost see him smiling
impishly as he wrote that.

1983
to

1989

IN MY 25 YEARS OF
WORKING IN THE
GOLD MARKET I
HAVE ENCOUNTERED
PEOPLE WHOM I
DEEPLY RESPECTED
AND ENJOYED THE
OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN
FROM AS WELL AS
THOSE WHO SHOULD
NOT HAVE BEEN
ALLOWED OUT TO BUY
A NEWSPAPER.

Credit Suisse
by Colin Griffith

I knew Jon’s father, Jack (Sharps Pixley), for many years
and I first briefly met Jon soon after he started work
at Credit Suisse (CS) in 1983. A few years later, I succeeded David
Saunders as Head of Precious Metals at Credit Suisse London with
a mandate to substantially grow its business.
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WHEN YOU WENT
ON A BUSINESS
TRIP WITH JON,
HE WOULD HAVE
THOROUGHLY
RESEARCHED THE
CITIES YOU
WERE VISITING.
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One day, he presented me
with a detailed spreadsheet
of central bank gold holdings
and his ideas for obtaining
business from them, and he
was not at all put off when I
told him that Head Office in
Zurich serviced those “big
fish”.
When you went on a business
trip with Jon, he would have
thoroughly researched the
cities you were visiting and,
in the down time, he would
have a specific haunt that you
must visit – be it a cultural or
sporting event, an unusual bar
or, on one occasion, a local
zoo that he had uncovered.

Although his manager was very reluctant to
lose him, once I had pointed out the family’s
history in gold, he agreed to the switch and
Jon moved into bullion where he worked for
the next 30 years.
We only actually worked together for a few
years, but during that time, we developed a
very close friendship that continued right up
until his death. He was extremely proactive,
always had a new idea and was not afraid to
take risks or think big.

He wouldn't have imagined there was some
more around the corner for his decision.
With Jon on board, the Gold Desk started to
actively provide the whole host of products
and services in spot, forwards and options,
the last of which had just been established.
Marketing and day-to-day client relationship
maintenance was shared between Marc
Launer, Andy Wong and Jon Spall.
Growth came by even more active interbank
trading in forwards and options, and wider
client acquisition and coverage in Asia
and Australia.
It was a truly international team of American,
English, Australian and Hong Kong Chinese,
who took on any challenges and businesses
that were available. In mid 1994, Jon left
Chase to head up and expand the gold
business of Deutsche Bank Hong Kong.

During his short notice period
before moving to Chase, he
Jon had a wonderful time, both professionally
was grumbling about how his
and personally. It was when many expatriates
back had been badly sunburnt
were working in Hong Kong in gold and other
whilst he was away. However,
markets. Catching up with mates for a beer
once he showed me the scars,
or more in the famous Lan Kwai Fong was
I knew he had a real problem
just like a ritual. Jon dove into this culture
and advised him to go and
swimmingly.
see his doctor. That turned
One particular
out to be Jon’s
person Jon
first big fight with
AFTER TWO YEARS,
caught up with
cancer and, as
THE CHURCH
a few weeks
usual, he tackled
BELLS TOLLED.
after arrival was
the problem headTHE
FAMILY
OF
Desmond Wong,
on. Thankfully,
who had worked for
SPALL WAS NICELY
he made a good
Jon's father in Hong
recovery and went on to become
COMPLETED BY
Kong. Over a few
a very respected name in the
ALEXANDER AND
drinks, Desmond
world of gold.
CHARLOTTE.
gave Jon some
advice: “Be wary of
Chase
1989 Manhattan
local girls, they’re more than likely after your
to
UK passport.” It was the time when many
1994 by Andy Wong
locals were trying to get foreign passports.
In early 1992, Jon joined the
Chase Hong Kong Gold Desk for a couple of
Jon did not really heed Desmond's advice,
reasons. He decided to leave behind a part of
or just forgot about it when he hit it off with
his personal life in London and to complete the
a girl at the next table in a very popular bar,
Hong Kong team with his personality and skills.
California, in Lan Kwai Fong. Cynthia had
recently returned to Hong Kong after her
education since her teen years in the UK.
The two had seen each other for some time,
before Cyn asked if Jon knew of her uncle
(from her mother’s side), now that he was in
the gold business, Desmond Wong. Life could
be interestingly fated. After two years, the
church bells tolled. The family of Spall was
nicely completed by Alexander and Charlotte
after the couple moved back to the UK.
Jon made a lot of friends in Hong Kong with
his cheerful and pleasant character. When
the sad news reached Hong Kong, so many
friends and old colleagues there sent their
condolences to his family.
May Mr. Jonathan Spall rest in peace. He
will be dearly missed.

Left – Photo taken at the wedding of Andy Wong
and Teresa Chan, 8 March 8 1997.
At the back, pictured left to right: John Nailor,
Scott Burdett, Jon Spall and Bob Davis
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1994
to

Deutsche Bank
by Mike Nutt

2004

I met Jon first when he was at Chase in the 1980s,
and then knew him better still when he moved with
Deutsche Bank to Hong Kong. At that time, I ran the precious
metals books for Morgan Stanley in Singapore, whilst he did the
same for DB in Hong Kong.
We shared expat experiences from our respective cities, named our
first borns with the same name, and occasionally met up for significant
volumes of alcohol in what can only be described as competitive
drinking bouts. Hard times indeed.
When I moved to DB in 1997, Jon relocated to Sydney with us. I
don’t believe he ever felt that Australia was his place. I remember
one phone call, with Jon clearly alarmed, and perhaps even panicky.
“Mike, I know you said the lifestyle was good here.
You're wrong. So I am on the ferry to work going past
I HAVE NEVER –
the Opera House, when the guy next to me says: ‘Mate,
NEVER – SEEN
don’t move.’ He flicked something off my shoulder.
ANYONE BEFORE
I looked down and saw a large Huntsman spider
OR SINCE TYPE AT
scurrying off into the corner.” “How long was it there,
Jon?” I asked, no doubt trying to keep the smile out of
60 WORDS A MINUTE
my voice. "I don’t know, but everyone else thought it
USING A SINGLE
was funny,” he replied.

INDEX FINGER.

I think Jon preferred London to be fair.

1989
to

1994

I recall Jon was very left-handed. Anyone who worked alongside him
will no doubt recall that he was apparently one-fingered as well. I
have never – never – seen anyone before or since type at 60 words
a minute using a single index finger. I don’t know if this could be
labelled a God-given talent, but it certainly was odd. And noisy.

Chase Manhattan
by John T Nailor

When Jon first joined Chase, I went over to London
to meet up with him and put a face to the name.
I have to say I never met a more charming young man, who was
so thoughtful of everyone. We went to dinner and had a few
glasses of Port, at which point I realised that he had a love for
Port. While waiting at the tube station, he reached into his wallet
and showed me a black and white photo of himself taken after
his final chemotherapy months before (his first bout with cancer).
Honestly, I thought he looked like death and he said to me that
whenever he gets down or feels like things are not going well, he
would take out the photo to remind himself that things were fine.
Jon was one of the nicest people that I ever
worked with. Not one time did he ever venture
from his sincerity to everyone, clients and coworkers. I never heard him name-drop his Dad
Jack’s name to gain an edge. He achieved all
he did on his own with honour and grace.
Jon moved on to Hong Kong and met the love
of his life Cynthia. I remember when he got
married, I ordered two bottles of vintage Port to
be delivered to his Hong Kong flat. He called me
that evening with a plethora of thank yous, so
amazed that I had remembered his love
of Port. I often wondered if I had pissed Cynthia
off by not including a bottle of Champagne!

FOR WHEN THE
ONE GREAT SCORER
COMES TO WRITE
AGAINST YOUR NAME,
HE MARKS NOT THAT
YOU WON OR LOST
BUT HOW YOU
PLAYED THE GAME.

When I went over for Andy Wong’s wedding, we had a few
glasses of Port over those three days. I always cherish that
Jon Spall taught me to love Port.
When I heard of his passing, I thought of the following statement
that Grantland Rice had made about the great American golfer,
Bobby Jones. Truth be said, it applies to Jonathan Spall as much
as it did to Bobby Jones. “For when the One Great Scorer comes
to write against your name, He marks not that you won or lost
but how you played the game.” I will have a glass or probably a
bottle of vintage Port in his memory. RIP Jonathan.
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I remember Jon as an immensely knowledgeable and talented
colleague – and, yes, talented even beyond his unique typing
skills. More seriously, I think of him as a profoundly good man with
unflinching integrity – and a friend for 30 years.
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1994
to

Deutsche Bank
by Stefanie Steil

2004

Fritz Plass was instrumental
in Jonathan joining
Deutsche Bank Hong Kong in May 1994.
During his time in Hong Kong, he met
and married his wife Cynthia. When
Deutsche Bank hired a new Commodities
Management Team in 1997, Hong Kong
was marginalised and Sydney became
the main Asian hub. Jonathan, together
with his wife and two children, left Hong
Kong in August 1997 and moved to
Sydney where he joined the Precious
Metals team. The Australian lifestyle
was something Jonathan and his family
thoroughly enjoyed. They lived in Sydney
until July 2000, when Jonathan was
offered the position of Director for
Marketing & Sales in Precious Metals.
His time was spent talking to central
banks, finance ministries, discussing the
outlook for gold and working with mining
conglomerates on hedging strategies.
During his time at Deutsche Bank, he
continued to be a speaker at the annual
LBMA Gold Conference and, in his role,
travelled extensively to all parts of the
world. At the end of 2000, Jonathan
wrote his first publication on the
workings of the gold market for Deutsche
Bank’s customer base, whilst undergoing
preventative surgery for cancer. The
publication was updated annually until he
left the bank to join Barclays in August
2004. This eventually led him to publish
his first book in 2009, Investing in Gold.

2004
to

2013

Barclays Bank
by Kamal Naqvi

Jon was the ultimate gentlemen.
I had met him at LBMA events
but only really got to know him when we
both joined Barclays Capital during the
aggressive build out of its commodities
business in the 2000s. The 'super-cycle'
phase for commodities – and, indeed, for
commodity banking – lent itself to a range
of excesses, but Jon always stood out as
an exception. Our friend and colleague,
Ingrid Sternby, remembers his positivity and
smile. In addition, I remember him as always
considered, patient and consultative, and he
was like that with all he met – be they senior
or junior colleagues, clients or competitors.
He was someone with natural integrity, who
earned and maintained trust and friendship.
Clients, particularly the central banks
that he covered for many years, valued
that extremely highly. At Barclays, he was
able to find new ways to use his immense
knowledge of the gold market, from covering
central banks, to hedge funds, to becoming
the product manager for gold and, indeed,
published author. However, in every role and
in every setting – whether in a meeting, on
a trading floor or at a conference – Jon was
always the gentlemen in the room.

Above - Jon and Cynthia with Michel Roux Jr at
Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons.
Left - Jon with his great shooting buddy John Farley.

Over the next 10 years, our relationship
became richer and richer, based, above all,
on a profound mutual trust.
And even though we did not meet again for
another 10 years, Jon was the right person
when I needed a top advisor to shape a World
Bank workshop on gold in 2016.
I am so sad and affected that he left us so
suddenly. Yet, I am proud he wished me to
do the speech on behalf of the guests at the
biennial dinner of LBMA in December 2018.
Isabelle Strauss-Kahn,
late
During our last phone conversation, I told him
1990’s Banque de France/
that I would do it. I did not know it would be
to
World Bank
present
the last call. Neither did I know that we would
never share another lunch. But I have kept
Jon was much more than a
his last email where he wrote that he was
professional relationship. He was a friend.
happy to see me back in the gold market –
The first time we met in the late 1990s, I
“the most civilised and interesting market”.
was responsible for managing gold at the
He had added: “Certainly,
Banque de France.
a nice lunch with you
Jon came to offer the
in London would be an
services of Deutsche
HIS GENEROSITY AND
incentive to get myself
Bank for improving
OPTIMISM ARE WHAT
back and in full health as
BDF’s then rather
BEST DEFINE JON,
soon as possible.”
passive management
AND WHAT I WILL
of reserves. I was
His generosity and
immediately impressed
KEEP IN MY HEART
optimism are what best
by his expertise and
IS A COMPASSIONATE
define Jon, and what I
deep understanding
PERSON AND
will keep in my heart is a
of the intricacies of
A TRUE FRIEND.
compassionate person
central banks’ decisionand a true friend.
making processes.
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Philip Clewes-Garner
I knew Jon from my early days at Rothschilds,
when I used to see him and Stef on the
train heading to and from work to Bishops
Stortford. We would just say hello and pass
the time of day. Many years passed and then
this all changed when I retired from HSBC
and Jon parted ways with Barclays in late
2013. We touched base a couple of times
and both set up consultancy businesses.
Our backgrounds were very different and
our strengths complemented each other. We
continued to chat very regularly, combining
our weekly, if not daily, calls with the odd
beer in my local pub. Jon always liked to test
the new beers on tap. The first joint role we
had was providing a guide to the precious
metals market. I got the business, Jon
helped me write it.
He was always very conscientious when
we had an opportunity to work together
and we became partners in March
2015, establishing Metal Recruiting and
Consultancy Limited (MRCL), primarily to
oversee the gold fix for Intercontinental
Exchange (ICE) Benchmarks (IBA). We
employed two further ‘chairmen’, making
a total of four of us in all. This brought
us even closer together as it was a case
of monitoring on a daily basis who would
be chairman that week, who would be
reserve, were there going to be any rail
strikes, were the lines okay, etc. We had
a couple of near misses but never let IBA
down. The next two years were good, and
Jon and I became closer, more like brothers,
and would even, on the odd occasion, let
our wives join us when we went out for a
‘business’ dinner. Jon’s health had started
to deteriorate and he went into hospital for
a triple by-pass in mid-2015, recovering
very well. At the end of March 2017,
the contract with IBA came to fruition

Above - Jon with his beloved family, son Alex,
daughter Charlotte and wife, Cynthia
Below Centre - “Bottoms up”, Jon with Sakhila
and Ruth.

after which Jon and I still talked on a regular
basis. We liquidated MRCL as we didn't
see a long-term need, and we still had our
consultancy companies.
It was in September 2018 when Jon told me
he had been diagnosed with bladder cancer
and would undergo investigative surgery.

THE NEXT TWO YEARS
WERE GOOD, AND JON
AND I BECAME CLOSER,
MORE LIKE BROTHERS,
AND WOULD EVEN, ON
THE ODD OCCASION,
LET OUR WIVES JOIN US.
I last saw Jon just before Christmas 2018,
when we chatted for a couple of hours and
Cynthia remarked that the visit had done
him good. I continued to ring or text Jon or
Cynthia for updates more or less daily until
he passed away. Will miss you, mate.
For each cloud, there’s a rainbow. For
each shadow, the sun. For each parting,
memories. So Jon Spall, we will not forget
you. RIP.
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It was a time of a lot of uncertainty, but Jon always kept us all focused
on the positive. He also helped with market development, strategy
work, and was a huge pillar of support for me and the market as a
whole. The bullion market experienced a period of change unlike any
other, apart from inception and the world wars, and Jon was a huge
voice of enthusiasm to help us all to move in the right direction.
He came into my office about a year ago and I thought “Oh god,
he’s got a better gig, he’s leaving” and, at this point, I was up to
my eyeballs in work. He said: “Ruth, I’m bored. If you told me you
need me full-time from tomorrow, I’d be over the moon.” I said, “
Jon, I need you full-time from tomorrow”, before he barely finished
speaking. Jon became our Head of Communications and took on a
monster task of work. Filling his shoes has been impossible, he is
simply irreplaceable.
The last time I saw Jon, he came into see us after the Boston
Conference, which he had fully intended to go to after his “two
weeks off for cancer treatment”. I made a nice lunch reservation
just in case he felt up to it. I’m so glad that he did. We had a lovely
afternoon catching up over lovely food and drink,
and talked about how he would come back to work
HE ARRIVED
“for sanity, not solvency”. I wished him on this way,
made him promise to text me when he was home
AS A WORK DAD
or Cynthia would not speak to me, having fed him
ALMOST RIGHT
wine all afternoon.

AFTER MY OWN
FATHER HAD DIED
OF CANCER EARLIER
THAT YEAR.

2014

We talked over text a few more times, but I’ll always
be grateful to have had four years working with him
and one last perfect afternoon.

Ruth Crowell

to
present

Jon always was and will always be a legend
in the gold market to me. He was the man
who wrote ‘the book’ on gold, one that is
still required reading for anyone who starts at LBMA.
I was just privileged enough to work with him for more
than four years.
Jon arrived right when the market needed him at LBMA
the most. And what was so nice for him is that he said
it made him fall in love with the gold market again. Too
many tough years at banks had left him slightly jaded.
For me, he arrived as a work Dad almost right after my
own father had died of cancer earlier that year.
We got through the transitions of four benchmarks in
just over 12 months, with Jon providing an evaluation
of proposals as well as chairing the auctions before
and after transitions.
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CHINA’S GOLDEN

APPETITE
Official Data at Last
BY MATTHEW TURNER

China is the world’s largest purchaser
of gold and relies on imports for most
of its requirements. But, historically,
it has not published gold trade data,
meaning that analysts have had to
develop various proxies in order to
track its import appetite. That has
now changed.
BACKGROUND
Since the 1950s, the World Customs Organisation (WCO) has
developed a classification system for global trade known as the
Harmonised System (HS), with gold coming under chapter 71,
subchapter 08, known as HS 7108, titled ‘Gold (including gold
plated with platinum) unwrought or in semi-manufactured forms,
or in powder form’.1
China, like almost every other country,
uses the HS system and, in general,
Chinese trade data reporting across
commodities is timely and comprehensive.
However, historically, there has been one
glaring exemption – HS 7108 – where data
has been entirely absent. As such, market
analysts have had to develop proxies.

MIRRORING

The standard method, known as
‘mirroring’, was to look at what other
countries reported exporting to China
under HS 7108. For a time, this was relatively easy because most of
the gold going into China went via the special administration region of
Hong Kong, which publishes its own trade data statistics. In the last
few years, it has become more complex as China broadened its range
of suppliers, both in hub countries (in particular, Switzerland) and
directly from producing countries.
Assessing Chinese imports this way has a lot to commend it, but
there are also a few drawbacks.
One problem is that it is slow and cumbersome. Theoretically, one has
to monitor every other country in the world’s trade data and though, in
practice, most gold still comes from a few countries, those countries
report at different times and some with considerable lags. This is in
contrast to China’s own trade data, which is updated only a few weeks
after the end of the month.

IN 2014, I DEVELOPED
ANOTHER WAY OF
MEASURING CHINA’S
GOLD IMPORTS
(THE ‘HIDDEN METHOD’).

1. Note manufactured products such as jewellery come under a different chapter heading (7113, for example).
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CHINA
HISTORICALLY
HAS NOT
PUBLISHED
GOLD
TRADE DATA.

It also risks inaccuracy. Any analyst of trade data knows
that country X’s reported exports to country Y rarely match
country Y’s reported imports from country X. This can
be for number of reasons such as differences in timing,
product classifications and end destination. Sometimes
there are mistakes. Without being able to check both sides
of the story, it is impossible to know.
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two ways to find it. First, one could simply
add up the value of all the other imports
which are listed and subtract that from the
totals. Or, at various times, one could find
it aggregated under other trade codes, first
in the catch-all ‘other’ of HS 98 (standard
HS codes stop at 97) and later added to the
total of the precious metals and pearls in
HS 71 (for more details, see the conference
presentation I gave
at LBMA 2016
THE SITUATION
in Singapore at
HAS
NOW BEEN
www.lbma.org.uk).

HOW THE DIFFERENT
METHODS COMPARE

How does this compare to the existing
methods of estimating China’s imports?
With some relief, I can say it is in line. For
example, if we compare 2018’s imports
with my estimates of China’s imports via the
mirroring method, the trend is very similar
(see figure 2). The direct method does
typically give a higher number, however.
This could be because some countries’
exports to China are not being recorded,
or more likely this is due to differences
TRANSFORMED.
LATE LAST YEAR, in the classifications of various gold
products, for example, jewellery.

This had some
advantages over
THE CHINESE
mirroring. First, it
BEGAN TO PUBLISH The data also vindicates my ‘hidden
was China’s own
GOLD TRADE DATA method’, with the value of China’s
trade data, so
UNDER HS 7108. gold imports under the newly published
provided more
data being exactly the same as that
consistency than
derived using my method. This means
aggregating other countries’ trade data.
that the main advantage of the new method
Second, it was available on a timelier
is that it gives volume, rather than it having
basis, in the same release as all other
to be calculated.
Chinese trade data. But it too had some
disadvantages – most notably that it was
available only on a value ($) basis and so
volumes had to be inferred by using average
prices. It also gave only limited information
on where the gold had been imported from.

China imported

EUREKA, THE “DIRECT METHOD”

,506t
1
of gold in

The situation has now been transformed.
Late last year, the Chinese
began
to publish
FIGURE
1: CHINA’S
GOLD IMPORTS (MONTHLY, TONNES)
gold trade data under HS 7108, and not just
the value but the volume250
and source country
too, backdated to 2017. In other words, this
is no different from how200
it publishes data on
That said, if we work out the unit price of
copper or tin or soybeans.
China’s gold imports from the new data

2018

THE HIDDEN METHOD
For these reasons, in 2014, I developed
another way of measuring China’s gold
imports (the ‘hidden method’). This worked
on the assumption that China’s headline
trade data numbers could not simply exclude
gold and, hence, while it might not be
explicitly listed in the normal way, it must be
there somewhere.
Eventually, with the help of Kristen Stein, now
of Trade Data Monitor (for whom most of the
data in this article is sourced), I discovered

150

The numbers are large. In 2017, according to
this data (which I’ll term the ‘direct method’),
100
China imported 1,270t of gold. In 2018,
that rose to a huge 1,506t of gold. Almost
50
all of this comes under the
subcategory HS
710812, which is unwrought gold, but there
–
is a small amount of HS 710813
or semiJan ‘17
manufactured gold (see figure
1). Apr ‘17 Jul ‘17
710812

(see figure 3 on page 12), we find for
dominant category, HS 710812, it is almost
identical to that of the SGE’s benchmark
price. For HS 710813, it is less consistent
(May appears to be an error), though these
are only a small part of the total.
Oct ‘17 Jan ‘18 Apr ‘18 Jul ‘18 Oct ‘18 Jan ‘19

710813

FIGURE 1: CHINA’S GOLD IMPORTS (MONTHLY, TONNES)

FIGURE 2: CHINA'S GOLD IMPORTS - DIRECT V MIRRORING METHOD (TONNES)
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BENEFITS OF THE DATA
Another use of the new data
is the detail it identifies where
the gold going into China is
coming from. In 2018, it shows
the biggest suppliers of gold
were Switzerland, then Australia,
Africa, Canada and the USA
(see figure 4).

IN 2018, IT SHOWS
THE BIGGEST
SUPPLIERS OF
GOLD WERE
SWITZERLAND,
THEN AUSTRALIA,
AFRICA, CANADA
AND THE USA.

Compared to the mirroring method, the big difference is that
Hong Kong barely shows, while the UK is non-existent. This
reflects, I believe, China’s customs methodology of reporting
the original source of the imported bar, rather than where it
last came from.

FIGURE 3: IMPLIED VALUATION GOLD IMPORTS V SGE BENCHMARK PRICE ($/G)
45
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CONCLUSION

FIGURE 4: 2018 ANNUAL GOLD IMPORTS, MIRRORING V DIRECT (TONNES)
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Matthew Turner has been puzzling over gold
trade data and other aspects of the bullion
market since 1999, most recently as a strategist
with Macquarie Bank and before that with
Mitsubishi Corporation and VM Group.
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The publication of official Chinese gold trade data does not
mean a radical shift in how we view the market, but it fills in
some details and gives us greater confidence in earlier estimates.
As a gauge of demand, of course, it remains incomplete – we
would need to look at China’s gold exports as well, not just of
gold (which under this new data are shown as small, just 17t in
2018), but also much larger ‘products’ – and take into account
China’s large domestic mine and scrap businesses. But the
importance of this data should not be underestimated – no longer
is it the case that ‘China does not publish gold trade data’ and,
with appropriate caveats, as a shorthand guide to Chinese gold
appetite, it should become the new benchmark.

World leaders in doré
refining and low grade
gold recovery

Rand Refinery is one of the largest singlesite precious metals refining and smelting
complexes in the world.
We effectively recover gold and silver from
various grades of doré and concentrates, as
well as low grade mine byproducts, refinery
sweeps and other waste material.

www.randrefinery.com
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China and India
Drive Gold Jewellery
Consumption
Forward in 2019
BY NIKOS KAVALIS, DIRECTOR, METALS FOCUS

Having just released our annual Gold Focus 2019, Metals Focus has spent a
great deal of time investigating the Chinese and Indian gold jewellery market in
recent months. This exercise has given us confidence that 2019 is likely to see
demand improve in both countries.
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Buoyed by a range of drivers, which will be discussed later, we forecast
combined jewellery consumption across the two largest markets
(together we estimate they account for around 60% of global retail
sales) will rise by 4% or 48t this year. To put this in perspective, our
projections for global consumption see only 50t of growth for 2019.

FIGURE 1: HONG KONG BRANDS - NUMBER OF STORES

CHINA – REAPING THE BENEFIT
OF PRODUCT INNOVATION

6,000

Looking first at China,
A KEY DRIVER BEHIND
consumption across the
THE RECOVERY THAT
mainland has started
CHINESE JEWELLERY
the year on a positive
note (see figure 2). Most
CONSUMPTION HAS
of our contacts there
ENJOYED IN RECENT
report strong sales during
YEARS IS THE LOCAL
the Chinese New Year
JEWELLERY INDUSTRY’S
festival and healthy levels
EFFORTS TO MODERNISE
of restocking following
the holiday. We are also
AND INNOVATE.
sanguine about the rest of
2019 and forecast consumption will rise by 3% to 758t, marking the
third consecutive year of growth. Even so, the 2019 total will still be
27% lower than the 2013 peak, when the collapse in the gold price
fuelled a huge wave of bargain-hunting.
A key driver behind the recovery that Chinese jewellery consumption
has enjoyed in recent years is the local jewellery industry’s efforts to
modernise and innovate. Manufacturers have developed new designs,
alloys and production processes, expanding the range of products
available. Meanwhile, retailers have focused their energy on branding,
promotion and concept creation.
Through these efforts, China’s jewellery industry has strived to
appeal to an increasingly younger, fashion-conscious and dynamic
consumer base. This has not been an easy feat, given strong
competition for consumers’ disposable incomes from other
areas of discretionary spending. Travel, lifestyle, fashion and
consumer electronics are typically higher priorities for younger
consumers than jewellery purchases, in stark contrast to older
generations who saw gold jewellery as both an adornment and
an investment asset.
Among the new product assortments we see in the market,
a handful stand out. Perhaps the fastest growing, in
percentage terms, is 3D printed, 24-carat ‘hard gold’
jewellery. Wax moulds are produced using a 3D printing
process and are then electro-formed to create light hollow
pieces in appealing designs.
‘Antique crafted gold’ is another extremely popular segment. This
features traditional (for instance imperial or Buddhist) designs,
with a matt finish and deep gold colour. High purity four 9s
and five 9s gold jewellery are also on the rise, although part
of this is at the expense of traditional 24-carat pieces.
‘Mirror gold’, featuring a smooth
mirror-like surface finish, and
‘five good’ or ‘5G’, using a
hardening process, are two
other areas of 24-carat jewellery
that are growing. Finally, K-gold,
dominated by 18 and 22-carat
purities, is also on the rise,
helped by the wide range of
colours and designs that
manufacturers can achieve
using different alloys.
Of course, a necessary condition
for Chinese jewellery consumption
to continue growing is that the
country’s economic backdrop
remains benign.
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As such, continued uncertainty over trade tensions between China
and the United States is a major concern. However, the Chinese
authorities’ recent actions suggest a willingness to intervene with
fiscal and monetary policy to support the economy. We therefore
believe that, even if the outcome of trade negotiations is unfavourable,
continued policy interventions will act as a mitigating factor.

FORECAST CONSUMPTION
WILL RISE BY

3%
TO

758t

MARKING THE THIRD
CONSECUTIVE YEAR
OF GROWTH.
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5%

domestic consumption
will stage a turnaround
in 2019 in india rising to

625t

INDIA – NOW RECOVERING FROM
LAST YEAR’S HEADWINDS
Turning to India, after a disappointing 2018,
we expect domestic consumption will stage
a turnaround in 2019, rising by 5% to 625t.
A number of economic, political and marketspecific factors are expected to fuel this
increase.

500,000, as well as ongoing infrastructure
investment, should benefit demand across
much of the country.

this would put pressure on the local gold
price and boost jewellery sales.

Furthermore, 2019 has a ‘natural’ advantage
over last year in that there will be a lot more
auspicious wedding days (approximately 90
in 2019 compared to 60-65 last year). Given
that the bridal sector accounts for more
than half of Indian gold jewellery
THERE WILL BE
consumption, we believe this will
be an important factor driving
A LOT MORE
growth in 2019.
AUSPICIOUS

Given that rural areas still
account for some 60%
of Indian gold jewellery
demand, the government’s
efforts to boost farm
WEDDING DAYS What seems to be a highly probable
incomes, for instance
(APPROXIMATELY win in the forthcoming elections for
through the increase
the ruling NDA coalition may also,
90) IN 2019.
of Minimum Support
indirectly, help gold jewellery. The
Prices for farm goods
recent rupee rally was, among other
as well as direct cash transfers, should
factors, helped by the markets’ reaction to
help consumption. More generally, recently
polls, suggesting such a result is on the
announced fiscal stimulus, most notably the
cards. Following such an election outcome,
increase of the tax-free income limit to Rs
the rupee may well benefit further. In turn,

Nikos Kavalis is a
founding partner of
Metals Focus.
He has over 17 years’
experience working as
a metals analyst/
strategist working for
the Royal Bank of Scotland and GFMS in
London. He holds a BSc in Econometrics
and Economics from the University of
York and MSc in Econometrics and
Mathematical Economics from the
London School of Economics.

Even so, the outlook for Indian demand is
not without some headwinds. Although looser
fiscal policy will boost incomes, it will also
fuel larger than previously expected deficits.
This, coupled with the Reserve Bank of
India’s (RBI) dovish stance, could end up
offsetting any boost to the rupee discussed
above.
The looming threat of an El-Niño weather
system on agricultural output and, by
implication, incomes should also not be
ignored. Finally, although it is nowhere near
as exposed as China to trade tensions, were
they to intensify, India’s economy would too
be affected, which would ultimately also hurt
jewellery consumption.

FIGURE 3: INDIAN FABRICATION/CONSUMPTION (TONNES)
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THE GOLDEN THREAD:

Jonathan Spall – Voices
of the London Bullion Market
BY DR MICHELE BLAGG, BUSINESS ANALYST, NATO COMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION AGENCY

In memory of Jon,
Michele has dusted
off the archives and
prepared the interview
which was conducted
back in 2014 but
never before published.
Here Michele reflects
back on his career in
the bullion market.
From an early age, Jon Spall knew what he
wanted from life. Enthused by his father, the
legendary Jack Spall, Managing Director of
Sharps Pixley (later Kleinwort Benson)1, his
formative years were spent learning the finer
intricacies of the workings of the international
financial markets. While still at school in the
late 1970s and 1980s, Jon took his first
steps, working during holidays mainly in the
back office of Kleinwort Benson. This led to
him being exposed to the front office with
a unique view on the gold business just as
the gold market was waking from the price
slumber with the exciting run-up to the then
record price of $850 per ounce.

Early on, Jon was able to combine his career
choice with his love of travel. In 1979, ahead
of going to university, he was invited by the
head of the New York office to work there,
spending some time on the COMEX floor.
He was later offered a permanent position
but took the sensible decision to head
home, opting to study Economics at
Durham University.

On completing his degree, Jon applied to
and was interviewed by a number of London
institutions, before deciding to take up an
offer by Credit Suisse to be the first graduate
trainee. In 1983, when he joined the London
trading room, it had no more than 20 people
trading across all products. Being the first
trainee brought its own challenges and
opportunities. Unlike the targeted approach
of today, Jon was exposed to a multitude
Of this early experience working in New York,
of back and front office jobs. While his core
one of his strongest memories were the
working hours were 9 to 5, he would arrive at
noise levels of the trading
7am, spending time on the
arena. The sheer volume
trading desk, before going
was so different to present
to perform his assigned
WHEN
YOU
TRADED
trading rooms. Then, you
tasks in the back office. It
FX
AND
OTHER
had dealing machines,
was this proactive approach
telephones or telex. Market
COMMODITIES,
that prepared him, when the
practices were different.
IT WAS JUST A
time was right, to take his
People worked much
place on the front-office gold
NUMBER,
BUT
more closely as one unit.
trading desk.
GOLD
DIFFERS
Jon explained that “the
BECAUSE
IT
distinction you see today
As the market slumped, he
between sales distributions
was given the opportunity
ACTUALLY MOVES
and trading differs. The
to join the FX trader, which
SOMEWHERE!
market maker had the price
he really enjoyed, before
and you [visited] or you
being asked to trade cable.
phoned the client to see
In Jon’s own words, “the guy
if they were interested… it was anyone’s
who traded cable sterling against the dollar
role to do it. It was not such a divided line
was sacked and I was asked if I’d fancy on
as today and, of course, there was no
Monday morning trading spot cable instead”.
derivatives market as we know it.”

1. J ack Spall (b.1930) joined the East Indian merchants, Wallace Brothers, in 1947 and moved to Merrill Lynch in 1961. He joined Sharps Pixley in 1970, where he became Deputy Chairman
and Managing Director before retiring in 1988. Jack took part in the National Life Stories Collection, located at the British Library Sound Collection, in 1991-2 sharing much of his life working
in the City. Brief accounts were included in the subsequent publication, Cathy Courtney and Paul Thompson, City Lives, The changing voices of British Finance (London: Methuen, 1996).
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This period in his career coincided with him accepting a position
with Deutsche Bank to trade sterling-mark. He got turned, however,
and ended up remaining with Credit Suisse trading Eurobonds. This
interchanging ability and adaptability not only demonstrated the fluidity
between roles, but also his depth of understanding across markets. It
wasn’t long before the Eurobond market took a downturn and Jon was
asked to go back to trading precious metals. The appeal of trading
gold for him was greater, because “when you traded FX and other
commodities, it was just a number, but gold differs because it actually
moves somewhere!”
Joining Chase Manhattan in 1989, he was exposed to a more
aggressive trading team. Reflecting on this period of his career, Jon
noted that it was his most enjoyable time in the market in terms of the
people he worked with. The noise levels alone were exhilarating, and
he and the team had a lot of fun and were very successful! His role
required him to market precious metals, liaising with clients as well as
central banks. An opportunity to work in Hong Kong presented itself
in 1991. He had spent time there in 1976 when his father worked for
Sharps Pixley and, more recently, had holidayed there. Jon adored the
place and jumped at the chance. He landed on the 3 January 1992 to
start work as a spot trader. The next five and a half years were a really
happy time in his life, leading to a move to Sydney, now accompanied
by a wife, Cynthia, and two children, Charlotte and Alex. This came
about while he was in Hong Kong, when he had moved jobs from
Chase Manhattan to Deutsche Bank HK, which had no presence in the
region for precious metals. He was engaged to set up a trading team
for them, with 16 people at the time trading precious metals, which he
grew. Comparing Hong Kong to London, Jon noted that the market was
more erratic, mainly due to being dominated by physical flows. This
was why Deutsche Bank wanted a presence there notwithstanding
the arbitrage between the futures
WHEN HONG KONG
market, which at the time was
represented by the Hong Kong
WAS HANDED BACK
Tael Market. Unfortunately, one
TO CHINA ON 1 JULY
needed to speak Cantonese to be
1997, PLANS HAD
able trade, which Jon did not. He
ALREADY BEEN
overcame this difficulty by employing
AFOOT THAT
someone who did, heading up a fiveman team who sat on the desk with
DEUTSCHE BANK
him, having in the background 15
SHOULD MOVE
to 20 Chinese-speaking Cantonese,
OPERATIONS
TO
ensuring that sometimes it was hard
AUSTRALIA.
to know exactly what was going on!
Below - The Hong Kong skyline.

When Hong Kong was handed back to China on 1 July 19972, plans
had already been afoot that Deutsche Bank should move operations to
Australia. Although the timing of the move was a management strategy
decision, rather than a political one, it could have proved awkward
amongst some of his larger
clients, central banks and Chinese
THE CATALYST FOR
government entities. In order to
CHANGE CAME IN
set the record straight and avoid
1999
IN RESPONSE
any ill feeling, Jon went to great
TO
THE
UNITED
lengths to visit his clients to explain
KINGDOM TREASURY
that it was simply a change in
management from a German to an
ANNOUNCEMENT THAT
American director who had a focus
IT PROPOSED TO SELL
on Australian gold-mining companies
OFF OVER HALF OF
that had motivated the move. This
UK
GOLD RESERVES
initiative allowed him to maintain
THROUGH BANK OF
many good relations, enabling him
to transport and build upon his
ENGLAND AUCTIONS.
contacts while sitting in Sydney and
working there for the next three years. On reflection, he had mixed
feelings about his time in Sydney for “although it was a lovely place to
live, it was a terrible place to work because of the time zone. People
think it fits in, but it doesn’t, it’s bad in summer and it’s bad in winter.
It doesn’t fit in properly with New York. It doesn’t fit in with Europe.
That was more of the challenge, I suppose, of Australia itself, but it
was a successful time.”
The catalyst for change came in 1999 in response to the United
Kingdom Treasury announcement that it proposed to sell off over
half of UK gold reserves through Bank of England auctions. This
announcement had greatly unsettled the market, because unlike
previous discreet sales by other European banks and the proposed
sale by the International Monetary Fund, the UK sales were
announced in advance. During the International Monetary Fund
annual meeting of 1999, behind closed doors, the 11 central
banks of nations then participating in the new European currency,
plus Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdom, signed the
European Central Gold Agreement (Washington Agreement),
which said that gold should remain an important element of
global monetary reserves. They agreed to limit sales to no more
than 400 tonnes annually over the five years from September 1999
to September 2004.
The assumption that Deutsche, being German, would have the best
relationship with the Bundesbank was a gross miscalculation. Jon’s
account of this period in the
market explains that “it was
anticipated by my bosses
at Deutsche Bank that the
German Central Bank,
the Bundesbank, would be
a major seller. This had
been heavily hinted at…
They were horrified when they
realised that JP Morgan had a
much better relationship with
the central bank.” Realising
that this was the case, Jon’s
boss flew into a rage, bringing
Jon back to troubleshoot as he
had already done in Asia.

2. ‘The handover’ marked the end of
British rule in Hong Kong, Britain’s
last substantial overseas territory. The
transfer coincided with the expiration
of the 99 year lease on the 30 June
1997. British sovereignty over Hong
Kong ceased, no longer a British
Dependent Territory, it became instead
a special administrative region of the
People’s Republic of China.
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MY AMMO, FOR WANT
OF A BETTER PHRASE,
WAS TO MAKE SURE THAT
THERE WERE LONG-TERM
RELATIONSHIPS, THAT
PEOPLE COULD TRUST
ME AND THEREFORE
TRADE WITH ME.

In August 2000, he attracted him back with
the chance to build something new, which
he did extremely well, being able to secure
a large proportion of the business from the
sale of European central banks’ reserves.
Jon shared that:
“To a certain extent, I learnt from my
previous experiences, but – and this goes
back to my father – I have never believed in
the quick buck mentality. To be fair, I hope
not many people in the gold market
do, but certainly, in some markets, people
have been guilty of it, to do a quick turn,
do a big trade. I have always believed that
it is a small market and you need to have
people on side all the time, so my ammo, for
want of a better phrase, was to make sure
that there were long-term relationships, that
people could trust me and therefore trade
with me. They knew I was telling the truth and
we could build on that – that I would be open
with them – and that’s how I approached
everything. It was fairly easy to build those
relationships and make them long term.”
In 2004, Jon was approached by Barclays
to go and develop relationships with central
banks on its behalf – initially with gold but
also on a wider basis – which he successfully
did, staying with Barclays until 2014. He then
became a consultant and ambassador of
London Bullion Market Association, helping
to guide it through the turbulent period
in which the fixing process came under
the regulatory spotlight. He was also

Above - Sharps Pixley’s trading room in the late
1970’s with Jon’s father, Jack Spall, in the
foreground. This would be very similar to the first
trading room that Jon would have worked in.

instrumental in developing and designing
the new pricing mechanism for gold.
Reputation and trust meant a lot to Jon,
and he joked that his grey hair helped
him in this respect! He found people very
welcoming, and he was able to build up a
large and secure network, stating that:
“One of the noteworthy things of the gold
market is that a gold trade done by a c
entral bank received enormous attention.
The minute a central bank reports anything
to do with the gold reserve, it excites
enormous amounts of press attention.
The fact that, years later, people still talk
about the UK selling gold and Gordon
Brown is a testament to that. There is
huge sensitivity surrounding gold
transactions. It tends not to be a
portfolio manager or a trader who
transacts that [generally], it had to be
signed off at Head of Reserve Management
or Deputy Governor or Governor level…
in terms of relationships, it gave you
unparalleled access. People tend to stay
at central banks and, as they move up
the chain, your contacts get more senior.
Once you have gained the trust, it is
important to keep it. You have to work at it.”
Building trust, capturing changes and
demystifying the gold market for his
colleagues and clients was the main
reason behind Jon writing several books
on the subject, including the ‘how to book’
on gold, which has been translated into
many different languages. Those early
experiences in the history of the market,
captured in the teachings of his father
Jack post-1945, with subsequent decades
of stagnation, entwined with the awakening
of exciting decades of inherent change

in the new environment of his own career,
provided Jon with the golden thread to
share his knowledge of this most exciting
and interesting of topics.

Dr Michele Blagg
(BA, MA, PhD). In 2013
Michele completed her PhD
thesis ‘The Royal Mint
Refinery, A Business
Adapting to Change’ at
King’s College, London,
charting the history of the London Bullion
Market through the operation of the Royal
Mint Refinery, owned and operated by N M
Rothschild & Sons between 1852 and 1968.
In 2014 she was engaged as a Research
Consultant for the London Bullion Market
Association, heading the oral history project
‘Voices of the London Bullion Market’.
Returning to the Rothschild Archive in 2015
she worked as a Consultant and Researcher
across a variety of projects. Currently she is a
Business Analyst for the NATO Communications
and Information Agency, Mons, Belgium.
Her areas of interest are in financial and
business history, with special regard for the
actors and networks located in the London
Market.
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Join the LBMA

£

GOLD BAR
INTEGRITY RfP
In recent months, the Working Group has reviewed responses to the
Request for Proposal (RfP) and consulted widely with market participants.
Three main conclusions have been reached:

1
2
3

Security Standards
T he prime focus will be on Security Features (to address issues
such as fraud). LBMA will work towards developing two standards –
one for large London gold bars and another for kilobars. It is
proposed that the standards will be finalised by Q3, with
implementation in early 2020.
Centralised Database
L BMA should explore the option of creating a centralised database
to store all relevant data relating to a gold bar.
Supply Chain Provenance
T he potential benefits of blockchain technology are recognised but
the number of different potential solutions in the market raises
some questions and concerns (for example, about interoperability)
that still need to be addressed. In view of this LBMA has decided
to wait to see which potential solution attracts critical mass before
making any firm commitments.

LBMA-i

TRADE
REPORTING

On 10 April LBMA published for the first time trade reporting data on a daily
basis for gold and silver, and weekly for platinum and palladium, broken
down by spot, forward, swaps, loans/leases and deposits. These datasets
complement the gold and silver weekly data sets which were first published
in November 2018. Anyone who would like to purchase licencing for any of
the data sets should contact: www.lbma-i.com.

IN THE PIPELINE
Further datasets will be published later in Q2, covering spot trades grouped
into price tranches, options traded by strike range and time bucket as well
as open trades that have not yet matured.

Price
AUCTIONS

The gold price celebrates its 100th
birthday this year and we have a
number of events planned in 2019
to mark the occasion – see page 25
for details. Back in 1919, there were just five participants
in the auction, but since IBA became the independent
administrator in 2015, the number has trebled. The latest
participant to join the gold price (and silver) auction is
Marex Financial Limited, taking the total number of direct
participants in the gold price to 15 (and 12 for silver).
As we look to the next 100 years of the gold price, LBMA
would encourage any Members or Associates to join the
auctions.
 old or silver price, please contact ICE Benchmark
•G
Administration: IBA@theice.com or +44 (0)20 7429 7100.
•P
 latinum and palladium price, please contact LME:
market.access@lme.com or +44 (0)20 7113 8888.

NEW
CHINESE
WEBSITE LAUNCHED
Our new Chinese website was launched recently to coincide
with the Chinese New Year and can be accessed via the
homepage of the main LBMA website.

TRADE REPORTING WEEKLY TURNOVER
(total tory ounces – gold and silver data represents the latest 12
week moving average, platinum and palladium data total for the
week beginning 1 April 2019)

Gold

Silver

Platinum

Palladium

149.3mn

1.87trn

WHY THE DATA IS IMPORTANT
LBMA-i market data makes it possible for market participants to gauge
the size, shape and liquidity of the OTC market as represented by LBMA
members. It also helps support LBMA’s dialogue with regulators on such
matters as NSFR where we are working closely with key stakeholders to
gain a full exemption for precious metals and clearing.
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What it means for PMs (but not Mrs May!)
The pace of political development at both UK parliamentary and EU level means that, at the time of
writing, there is still much uncertainty over the exact terms and timeline of the UK’s departure from
the EU. However, in the absence of any agreement on the future fiscal relationship between the UK
and the EU, the UK will depart the existing EU VAT model on exit day or at the end of the agreed
transition period, if any.
The Terminal Markets Order (TMO) provides a
WHETHER A
framework through which certain supplies of
WITHDRAWAL
precious metals can be zero-rated for VAT. Given
the TMO’s direct applicability in UK law, Brexit will
AGREEMENT IS
have no effect on its legal validity. It remains to be
REACHED OR NOT,
seen whether the UK would amend the framework to
LBMA CONSIDERS
be more favourable for businesses and consumers
in the UK and outside of the EU. Brexit could
THAT IT IS BUSINESS
empower the UK to provide for additional commodity
AS USUAL FOR
derivatives to be contained within the TMO’s scope,
THE VAT REGIME.
as the UK would no longer have to comply with the
EU’s single market rules. Nonetheless, the UK has
announced its aim to keep VAT procedures as close as
possible to those currently in place in the event of no deal.

101 ACCREDITED
REFINERS
101 refiners
67
49

We now have
on the
Good Delivery Lists, with
listed for
gold,
listed for silver and
refiners
on both lists.

83

Therefore, for the time being, whether a withdrawal
agreement is reached or not before 31 October
2019, LBMA considers that it will be business as
usual for the VAT regime after exit day.
For physical flows of precious metals, there are
more immediate impacts. It is expected that general
queues for all imports and exports will increase
in the event of no deal. This would primarily affect
silver rather than gold.

67
GOLD

83
SILVER

CURRENT APPLICATIONS
There are currently 10 active Good
Delivery applications.

Gold and Silver Held in London Vaults
As at the end of December 2018, there were 7,491 tonnes of GOLD, valued at $308.6 billion, and 35,386 tonnes of
silver, valued at $17.6 billion. This equates to approximately 599,312 gold bars and 1,179,527 silver bars.

LBMA

MEMBERS
We currently have 142 member companies –
85 Full Members (including 13 Market Making
Members), 3 Exchange Affiliates and 54
Associates located in more than 30 countries.

MARKET
MAKERS
REVIEW
LBMA is conducting a review of its Market Maker requirements
to bring these into line with today’s market. LBMA is in the
process of engaging with all Market Makers.
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LBMA OUTREACH
LBMA Executive will be attending the following events in 2019.

Recent Event Summary
Ruth Crowell spoke at
the SGE Global Summit in
Xi’An, China, on 11 April
to promote the 2019
Conference in Shenzhen
which will be held in association with SGE.
Ruth also spoke about the work and initiatives
that LBMA are involved with, particularly the
recent launch of daily trade reporting.

Sakhila Mirza spoke
at the European Gold
Forum in Zurich on
9 April about how
LBMA continues to
improve integrity, standards, develop new
technologies and strengthen governance
for the global OTC market.

23-25 APRIL:

11 JULY:

OECD Forum on
Responsible Sourcing

LBMA AGM

LBMA Executive Team will be
in attendance throughout the
event and Ruth will be speaking
at various forums.

08-11 AUGUST:

Glaziers Hall, London

Paris, France

29 APRIL:

IIGC

Amritsar, India

Tech UK - Responsible
Minerals Dialogue

09-13 SEPTEMBER:

10 Bride Street, London, UK

New York, USA

Sakhila Mirza will be speaking
about LBMA’s Responsible Sourcing
Programme including latest initiatives
such as the launch of Version 8.

12 SEPTEMBER:

LPPM Platinum Week
LPPM/LBMA
Reception

Lotte New York Palace, New York, USA

14 MAY:

LPPM Platinum Week
Cocktail Reception

23-26 SEPTEMBER:

Denver Gold Forum

Guildhall, London, UK

Broadmoor Hotel,
Colorado Springs, USA

09-11 JUNE:

02-03 OCTOBER:

Asia Pacific Precious
Metals Conference

Joburg Indaba

Park Royal, Singapore

Inanda Club,
Sandton, South Africa

15-18 JUNE:

28-31 OCTOBER:

IPMI 43 Annual
Conference
rd

Reno, Nevada, USA
22

LME Week
London, UK
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REVIEW OF
THE EIGHTH
ASSAY & REFINING
CONFERENCE:
17-20 March 2019
BY AELRED CONNELLY, LBMA PR OFFICER

INTRODUCTION
Over 200 delegates from 22 countries were
in attendance at LBMA’s eighth biennial
Assaying and Refining Conference. Once
again, it was held at what is now becoming
its spiritual home, the Royal Garden Hotel,
in Kensington, London. One thing that we
learnt is that, popular as it is, there is no
appetite for this to become an annual or
an international event. Indeed, delegates
voted overwhelmingly in favour of retaining
its biennial status, perhaps thinking that we
could get too much of a good thing.

MAINTAINING STANDARDS
Although this is primarily a technical
conference, geared towards laboratory
technicians, it was gratifying to see a wider
cross-section of delegates, including more
central bankers and exchanges in attendance.
The key purpose is to gather and share ideas,
and hear about the latest developments and
initiatives across a raft of issues ranging
from assaying, melting, reference materials,
security and standards. And where would we
all be without standards? Moving away from
the standard approach this year, delegates
were able to use a new voting tool to answer
a range of questions and this interactive
approach proved a big hit with all.

REFINING AND SUSTAINABILITY
Proceedings began on Sunday afternoon
with a relaxing drinks reception followed
by two days of presentations and panel
discussions. Two words dominated
proceedings - refining and sustainability with the former voted as the topic delegates
were most looking forward to, and so it
proved, as they also voted it their favourite
session. Jonathan Jodry, Metalor, once again
was voted best speaker to go along with his
unofficial title of wearer of the best bow tie.

Some highlights included
the keynote speech from
Professor Mike Mooiman
(reproduced on page 26
and well worth a read) who
spoke about the challenges
of refining in the context of sustainability.
95% of delegates agreed that it should play
a part in business practice (who are these
5% who didn’t agree?) But it was interesting
to note that the voting on the question
“Does your company have a sustainability
programme?”, mirrored exactly the result of
the UK referendum with 52% answering no
and 48% yes. There was a lot of discussion
around the merits of fire assaying versus
instrumental techniques, whilst other topics
of interest on a packed agenda included how
we could deliver improvements to security,
integrity and standards.

Last but not least, for those who still had the
energy, Professor Mooiman ran a fascinating
workshop on the Wednesday about “How
to Build a State of the Art Refinery”. Other
delegates joined one of the two tours
organised by LBMA, to Goldsmiths Hall and
Inspectorate (Bureau Veritas).
All in all, the conference proved a great
success as reflected in the voting, with
88% of delegates saying it was ‘good’ or
‘excellent’. Roll on March 2021.
Presentation slides from the event can be
viewed on LBMA’s website.

LAST BUT NOT LEAST
The gala dinner took place
in the Bluebird restaurant in
Chelsea and proved a great
success, with fine food, great
company and magicians
supplying some spell-binding
tricks. I still can’t quite
believe how that gold
ring ended up within a
sealed envelope in a
zipped compartment
within the magician’s
wallet. The formal
conference proceedings
were rounded off with
drinks in a traditional
English pub on the
Tuesday evening, where
the conversation still
revolved around the
mesmerising magic
that we had seen the
previous night.
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What Happened in the
London Gold Market
during the Gold Standard:
1925-1931
BY FERGAL O’CONNOR, LECTURER IN FINANCE, CORK UNIVERSITY BUSINESS SCHOOL

As part of LBMA’s
plans to commemorate
the centenary of the
first gold price on 12
September, 1919, we
feature here the second
of Fergal’s four Alchemist
articles which look back
at the history of the
gold price.

weakening and some of this gold was now
being shipped directly from Durban to India
and other destinations (Ally 1994).
While all gold trading in London was now
taking place through the Fixing, with no OTC
market operating, the above factors led to a
drop in liquidity within the Fixing. Its reduced
importance in setting the gold price led to the
daily price from the Fixing being referred to
as the ‘market price’.

SUPPLY CHAIN ISSUES

Until June 1930, gold had traded in a tight
range between £4.24791 which was the
Bank’s official price, and £4.2406. The Gold
Fixing did start to see unexpected price
April 1925 marked a return to the Gold
changes from mid-1930 and even though the
Standard for Britain after six years of floating
maximum price of old gold was supposed
gold prices. The London gold price auction
to be that set by the Bank, it spent a
had been revitalised
good period of time above that. This
through the efforts of
APRIL 1925
stemmed from an issue in the supply
the Bank of England
MARKED A
chain of fine bar gold.
in 1919, with this as
a primary goal, but its
reintroduction proved to
be a double-edged
sword for the London
gold market during
this period.

RETURN TO THE
GOLD STANDARD
FOR BRITAIN
AFTER SIX YEARS
OF FLOATING
GOLD PRICES.

While gold prices floated
freely from 1919 to 1925, most of the gold
trading in London was transacted through the
Gold Fixing, with what remained going through
London’s OTC gold market. But with the return
to the Gold Standard, most newly mined gold
shipped to London was sold directly to the
Bank of England, bypassing the Fixing.
This meant that the Bank now set what
was seen as the ‘Official Gold Price’ for the
London market, as the Fixing had for the
previous six years (Harvey 2008). In addition
to this, the agreement between the Bank of
England and the South African gold producers
to sell all their gold through London was

As the Gold Standard started to
weaken, purchases of gold by the Bank
of France increased dramatically in
1929 and a discrepancy in the fineness
of gold between the two countries led to
specific shortages. The London market
had moved to a 99.5% pure basis in

1919 with the commencement of the Fixing, in
order to come into line with other major
markets. However, the purity of the majority of
bar golds in London’s vaults remained
at the historical norm of 11/12ths fine.
Quantities of gold delivered through the Fixing
were normally adjusted for this so that the gold
stock in London did not need to be refined
to a higher purity.
But the Bank of France refused to accept
delivery of the lower-purity bars and this
created a sudden increase in demand for any
99.5% bars that were available, while refiners
scrambled to refine the standard bars to the
required higher purity.
By September, the Bank of England could only
secure gold on the open market by paying a
price above £4.2479 (Samuel Montagu and
Co. 1931).
This episode of higher prices came to a
close on 15 January 1930, when the Bank
of France changed its policy and accepted
the lower fineness, resulting in the quantity
of gold being shipped to France increasing
dramatically as London’s limited refining
capacity no longer constrained supply
(Samuel Montagu and Co. 1932).

GOLD FIXINGS PRICE, £s MODERN: 1925-1931
4.2600
4.2550
4.2500
4.2450
4.2400

1. Prices on the London Market at this time were quoted in pounds, shillings and pence, all figures referenced here are quoted in modern decimalised pounds sterling.
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Fergal O’Connor is a
lecturer in Finance
at Cork University
Business School and
was previously a
lecturer at the
University of York. His
research on Precious Metals began when he
was awarded the 2011 LBMA PhD Bursary
for the study of the London Gold Market and
he has gone on to publish a range of
research on the topic. Currently, his research
focuses on building a clear picture of the
operation of London Bullion Market from its
inception in 1919, as well as a daily price
series for gold and silver.

THE END (AGAIN) OF THE
GOLD STANDARD
On 20 September 1931, the Treasury
announced that it had advised Britain to depart
the Gold Standard (UK Government, 1932) and
a bill was debated on Monday 21 September at
4pm (FT, 1932). However, on the morning of 21
September, before the vote, gold fell in value
from £4.2479 to £4.2406 per fine troy ounce.
As it was
The London market
generally
had moved to a
accepted that
Britain would
depart the
Gold Standard,
pure basis in 1919 with
and this would
the commencement of
result in an
the Fixing, in order to
increase in the
come into line with
sterling gold
other major markets.
price, at first
glance, this
seems peculiar. Who would sell at the lower
price knowing it would increase the following
day? The price that was fixed on the morning
after the vote was £4.9792 – a rise of over
17%. By the end of the week, the gold price was
fixed at £5.7375 – a rise of over 27%.

99.5%

The fall in price on the day of the vote seems to
have been due to the fact that the value quoted
was marked as ‘Nom’, which indicates a day
when no trading took place on the Fixing. The
published price for that day would have been
the US dollar gold price converted into sterling
at that day’s exchange rate, as determined by
NM Rothschild & Sons.
The price on 22 September was also Nom,
indicating that gold trading did not recommence
until 23 September, when the gold price fixed at
£5 per fine troy ounce.

2019

CENTENARY
OF THE
FIRST
LONDON
GOLD PRICE
BY AELRED CONNELLY, PR OFFICER, LBMA

In the last edition of the Alchemist we looked back
at the history of the gold price and now we give a
nod to the present and to the future.
Today, the LBMA Gold Price continues to be set in London and remains the international
benchmark price for the gold market. Since IBA became the independent administrator in
2015 the number of direct participants has grown from 5 to 15, including three Chinese
banks. And the number and global reach continues to grow, with Marex Financial Limited
the latest participant to join on 3 April, 2019. We look forward to more participants
joining as we look forward to the next 100 years.
The gold price has survived turbulent times during the course of the last 100 years.
Through its continued recognition as a globally established benchmark, we celebrate
the courage of the gold market in its ability to seek out hope, and to adapt. LBMA looks
forward with anticipation to the ways in which the market will continue to evolve and
grow over the next 100 years.

WHAT’S PLANNED
FOR 2019?
SEMINAR & COCKTAIL RECEPTION, 12 SEPTEMBER
To be held on the centenary of the first gold price and held in the current
Rothschild building which was built on the site of (the second) New Court,
St Swithin’s Lane, where the first gold price was set. We are grateful to NM
Rothschild for their support in co-hosting this event with LBMA.

GOLD TALK, 27 SEPTEMBER
Ruth Crowell, LBMA CEO and Paul Fisher LBMA Chairman, will deliver a joint
talk at the Bank of England on the gold market.

SEMINAR & GALA DINNER, 3 DECEMBER 2019
Will take place in the historic surroundings of the Goldsmiths Hall in the heart
of the City of London. We would like to thank the Goldsmiths Company for their
support in hosting this event.

COIN COMPETITION
Ally, Russel. 1994. Gold and Empire: The Bank of England
and South Africa’s Gold Producers 1886-1926. Johannesburg:
Witwatersrand Univ. Press.
FT. 1932. “House of Commons Debate on Leaving the Gold
Standard.” Financial Times, September 22, 5.
Government, HM. 1932. Treasury Statement for the Press
on Britain Leaving the Gold Standard. London: The National
Archives.
Harvey, R. 2008. Duty to Firm and Market: The Subnational
and Sociocultural Constitution of the London Gold Fixing, a
Global Financial Market. THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO.
Samuel Montagu and Co. 1931. Annual Bullion Letter 1930.
Samuel Montagu and Co. 1932. Annual Bullion Letter 1931.

LBMA Members, Associates and GDL refiners have been invited to take part in
a competition to design a silver 1oz medallion to commemorate the centenary.
Designs will be judged by an independent panel of industry experts.

UPDATING THE ROTHSCHILD’S CHART CELEBRATING
THE 80TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE PRICE
With the assistance of Rothschilds, we will be looking to update the chart
that was produced by Rothschilds to mark the 80th anniversary of the Gold
Price back in 1999.
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REFINING IN THE
PRECIOUS METALS
SUSTAINABILITY CHAIN
BY MICHAEL B MOOIMAN, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, FRANKLIN PIERCE UNIVERSITY

This is a truncated version of his
keynote speech from the 2019 LBMA
Assaying and Refining Conference.
INTRODUCTION
I would like to talk to you about sustainability and why it is important.
As part of my presentation I will be covering the sustainability
initiatives of the mining industry and I will specifically address the
precious metal refining community and recommend actions we
should be carrying out to promote and implement sustainable
business practices.
Our present economic model is one based on
growth and increased consumption while being
heavily dependent on non-renewable resources
such as minerals, metals and fossil fuels that
we harvest from our ecosystem. There are three
big issues with this economic model. The first
is that it is heavily dependent on non-renewable
resources. The second is that the world
population is now almost eight billion. By 2050,
it is projected to be close to 10 billion. Along
with the growing population, life expectancy is
rising, and standards of living are increasing.
Many of us worry that future generations will not
have the access to natural resources, the goods
and the opportunities we presently enjoy.
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The third issue is the concept of ‘the tragedy of the commons’ which
refers to the overexploitation of shared resources by individuals acting
in their own self-interest. The planet is our global common. We overgraze it, we over-fish our oceans, we over-mine it, we deforest it, and
we waste and pollute our fresh water resources. We also pump carbon
dioxide without restraint into the common we call the atmosphere. The
net result is that all of us acting individually, in our own self-interest,
causes this planetary common to be over-exploited and eventually it
will cease to be sustainable.

A great deal of mankind’s development has occurred during the
Holocene, the warm interglacial period of the last 10,000 years or
so. During this period natural events dictated climate and climate
change. We have now transitioned to the Anthropocene period, where
human development and activities are having a profound
ALL OF US ACTING effect on climate change and the planetary ecosystem. This
period started with the Industrial Revolution and has been
INDIVIDUALLY,
marked by large scale urbanisation, fossil-fuel utilisation,
IN OUR OWN
industrialisation, large-scale pollution, a reduction in
SELF-INTEREST,
biodiversity, and large-scale mining of metals and minerals. It
CAUSES THIS
is the combination of diminishing natural resources, growing
PLANETARY
global population and our collective over-exploitation of the
global commons that are now profoundly impacting our planet
COMMON TO BE
and mankind’s long-term prospects.
OVER-EXPLOITED

AND EVENTUALLY
IT WILL CEASE TO
BE SUSTAINABLE.
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SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
PRACTICES
These concerns have led to the sustainability
movement and a new way of doing business.
The Oxford English Dictionary says that
‘sustainable’ is something that is ‘able to
be maintained at a certain rate or level.’
This is the essence of sustainability. It is
about balancing our present needs with
those of future generations so they too can
survive and prosper. It is about looking to
minimize our impact on the planet. It is about
our shrinking natural resources and how we
extend them, via recycling and reuse, and in
the business world it is about moving from a
narrow shareholder focus to being attentive
to a broader group of stakeholders.
In the last twenty years or so, we have now
started to take a broader view of business
and its impact on our ecosystem and society.
We have come to the realization that business
is not just about shareholders, it is also about
a much broader group of stakeholders which
includes vendors, employees, customers,
the communities we work in as well as the
local and global ecosystem within which we
operate. Sustainable business practices
are about businesses striking a balance
between operating profitably while being
concerned about the environment and
society. Balancing concerns of profit,
people and planet is referred to as the
triple bottom line approach.
There is a very strong business case to
be made for sustainability. It makes our
customers happier and this can lead to
improved sales. Investors often seek out
companies with sustainable business
practices as they are viewed as less risky
and have long-term growth potential.
Reduced risk can lead to lower insurance
costs and a focus on reducing energy usage
and waste leads to lower operating costs.
Companies with sustainable business
practices are often employee focused and
incur lower labor costs due to healthier
workers and lower employee turnover.
Sustainability thinking become so important
that the United Nations has developed 17
Sustainable Development Goals (see below).

TRIPLE BOTTOM LINE THINKING

Economic

These goals are extensive and include
objectives for water and energy usage,
measured economic growth, ensuring
we can all earn a livelihood, industrial
innovation, as well as responsible
consumption and production.

CHALLENGES
FOR THE MINING
INDUSTRY

In addition to obtaining operating permits
to open mines, mining companies need
a “social license” to operate. They need
credibility with local governments and
communities to establish mining operations.
They need to plan for and demonstrate
a long-term commitment to the local
communities and ecosystem in which they
will be operating. They need
to establish post-mining
THE OXFORD
remediation plans and
consider what happens to
ENGLISH
the communities after mining
DICTIONARY
ceases. When mining in new
SAYS THAT
areas, mining companies
‘SUSTAINABLE’
have to build infrastructure
IS SOMETHING
such as road and bridges but
oftentimes they also have
THAT IS ‘ABLE TO
to build medical clinics and
BE MAINTAINED
schools and ensure drinking
AT A CERTAIN
water and food supply.

One of our biggest global
challenges is that our
economic development is
underpinned by the mining
and consumption of
non-renewable minerals,
metals and fossil fuels.
Despite the views of
some that sustainable
mining is an oxymoron,
this is one industry where
RATE OR
we see sustainable
business practices deeply
embedded. Even though
mining companies are
extracting a resource
that cannot be renewed,
many of them are looking
to do so in a responsible
fashion, concerned about the communities
that they operate in and motivated to
reduce their impact on the environment.
Even though mining is about extracting nonrenewable resources, it should be viewed
as taking those resources and converting
them into human, social, financial and
manufactured capital. As we mine, we create
wealth, industries, jobs and communities
beyond the direct mining activity and this
allows for growth and diversification of our
economy. For example, we have sustainable
communities, cities and industries that have
grown up around mining operation that, like
Johannesburg in South Africa, continue on
long after the natural resources are depleted.
For a while now mining companies have
been in the forefront of the sustainability
movement and many of them can point to an
impressive list of sustainability initiatives.
However, it is important to bear in mind that
the mining companies do this because it is a
necessary part of doing business.

LEVEL’.

Mining companies often
operate in very remote areas
and as a result are very
concerned about water usage
and energy consumption. As
a result, we are seeing the
increasing use of renewable
energy in the mining sector
and water utilization is a key concern for
many companies. No longer is mining just
about digging holes in the earth, pulling out
tonnes of rock and extracting the metals.
Mining is now also about long term social and
environmental planning and interaction with
the local communities and governments.
Sustainable business practices have
become so important in the mining
community that the International Council
on Mining and Metals has developed a
set of best practices for sustainable
development. These principles are wide
ranging and include guidelines for ethical
business practices, environmental
performance, design, use and recycling of
products and societal performance. We
are even seeing initiatives for improved
environmental, social and governance
performance in the precious metals industry.
The World Gold Council has recently issued
a set of Responsible Gold Mining Principles
as well as a report on the impact of gold
and gold-mining on climate change.

17 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

Social

Responsible
Sourcing
Environmental
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WHY REFINERS NEED TO ENGAGE

WHAT SHOULD REFINERS BE FOCUSING ON?

If the mining companies are carrying out sustainable business
practices, and consumers are concerned about sustainability and
the impact we have on the planet, we, as refiners, need to ask
ourselves what contributions we are making and how do we
become more involved.

We start by educating ourselves about sustainability and sustainable
business practices. We share this knowledge with our employees, we
involve them to create goals for and measures of our sustainability
initiatives and then we share this information with our stakeholders.
I feel strongly that we, as refiners, need to do a better job of
communicating with and learning from each other especially when
it comes to best practices and sustainability programs. Mining
companies tend to do a very good job of benchmarking and learning
from one another regarding best-in-class business practices. As a longtime participant in the refining industry, I find we are reluctant to share
information openly. We tend to think that our operations are special but
that is not really the case. Refineries are all using the same 100-yearold separation processes, with some small variations and tricks we
believe to be proprietary. We would all be better off if we could learn
from one another about our social and environmental programs and
how to reduce chemical and energy consumption.

Some might ask, why should refiners participate? Quite frankly, we
should because we are part of the value chain of the precious metals
industry. Refineries are the conduit whereby mined metals make
their way to end-users and if mining companies and consumers are
concerned about sustainability, we, as refiners, need to become part
of the sustainability chain.
One of the great characteristics of being
a refiner is that we are an important cog
in the sustainable use of metals because
we are recyclers. We recycle industrial
scrap and end-of-life products to recover
the precious metals for reuse. In this
respect we can be very proud of the key
contributions we make to the sustainable
use of metals but there is much more
we can do.

LBMA ARE
ASKING ITS
MEMBERS
ABOUT THEIR
SOCIAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROGRAMS.

Another reason we should give serious thought to sustainable
business practices is that the LBMA has expanded its responsible
sourcing program to include environmental, social and governance
components as it aligns with the UN Sustainable Development
Goals. In the future, as part of the audits for Good Delivery
standards, the LBMA are asking its members about their social
and environmental programs.
Another reason for engaging in sustainable business practices is
that refiners are like banks. Our most important asset is our
reputation. Participating in business sustainability initiatives
enhances our reputation and reduces risk. We also work and live in
impacted communities and we need to reduce the risk we present
to these communities. Finally, and most importantly, in today’s world
implementing sustainable business practices is simply the right thing
to do for the sake of future generations.

We need to be very sure that we engage in ethical business practices.
We need to ask ourselves: Are we doing business with the right
people? Are we doing sufficient due diligence? Are our employees
correctly trained? Have we created the right incentives for our
employees, so that they do not make poor decisions or deal with
questionable players in the industry?
We also need to have a better understanding of the feedstock coming
into our facilities. Increasingly lower-grade resources are being mined
and the net result is that the doré we receive is a lot more complex in
its composition. We should do a better job of analyzing our incoming
feedstock for more than just the precious metals content. We need
to measure radiation levels - something that not all refiners do - and
carry out a basic elemental analysis to understand the nature of the
incoming material. With modern and relatively inexpensive analytical
tools, such as XRF, it is easy to analyze for the non-precious
components of our feedstocks.

MINING COMPANIES
TEND TO DO A VERY
GOOD JOB OF
BENCHMARKING AND
LEARNING FROM ONE
ANOTHER REGARDING

BEST-IN-CLASS
BUSINESS PRACTICES.
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TRACE ELEMENTS
Over the years, I have become very
concerned about the trace elements coming
into refineries. As refiners, we do a very good
job of dealing with the high concentration
base metals such as copper, iron, zinc,
nickel and tin. We know how to separate
them from the precious metals and how to
remove them from our wastewater streams.
However, it is the elements that we find at
lower concentrations – such as mercury,
selenium, lead, cadmium, arsenic, tellurium,
bismuth, beryllium and thallium – the socalled deleterious elements – that can be the
cause of enormous problems in our refining
operations. Even though these deleterious
elements are sometimes present in very low
concentrations, they can severely complicate
separation processes. They can also result
in the inadvertent exposure of operators to
these contaminants and they can be difficult
to remove from wastewater streams.

ALTERNATIVE CHEMICALS AND
RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES
Refiners can all do a better job of reducing
chemical consumption. Refining is largely
accomplished by dissolving metals into acids
with the aid of oxidants and then precipitating
out the precious metals out using a series
of reductants. In the process, we create
base metal hydroxides and large volumes of
saltwater that we discharge. By looking at
alternative reagents we can reduce chemical
consumption and especially the use of
chlorine gas. Many refiners have one-tonne
chlorine cylinders on-site and even though
they work safely with them every day, they
do represent a hazard to the community as
the cylinders need to be transported and the
threat of leaks is always present. As we well
know, a large-scale chlorine release could be
catastrophic for a community. As an industry,
we should really reconsider chlorine gas use
or, at a minimum, find ways of curtailing
its usage. One promising development is
that the new acid-less refining process,
which uses a high temperature sublimation
approach, could assist in
reducing chlorine use.

Another benefit of involving ourselves with
this sector is that we can promote the
safer use of mercury which is an integral
part of the gold recovery methods used by
small miners. Mercury use will always be
a factor in these small mining operations
and if we become involved, we can encourage
and promote improved mercury utilization and
reuse methods such as retorting.

THE QUESTION IS: HOW DO WE
BETTER PREPARE OURSELVES TO
SERVE THIS SUPPLY CHAIN?

IT IS THE ELEMENTS
THAT WE FIND AT LOWER
CONCENTRATIONS –
SUCH AS MERCURY,
SELENIUM, LEAD,
CADMIUM, ARSENIC,
THE SO-CALLED
DELETERIOUS ELEMENTS THAT CAN BE THE
CAUSE OF ENORMOUS
PROBLEMS IN OUR
REFINING OPERATIONS.
ENGAGING WITH THE
ARTISANAL AND SMALLSCALE MINING SECTOR

As refiners, we also need to do a better
job of engaging with the artisanal and
small-scale mining sector (ASM), which is
responsible for approximately 25% (don’t
agree with this much more likely to be 10%
max) of the world’s gold supply. We all have
understandable concerns about becoming
involved with this mining sector. We are
concerned about illegal mining, about the
use of forced and child labor, about support
for armed groups and clashes of illegal
miners with the formal mining sector.
We are concerned about the dangerous
conditions that these illegal miners work
under and how little they earn. We worry
about the environmental devastation that
can be caused by small-scale mining
and about the money-laundering
AS REFINERS,
operations that can associate
WE ALSO
themselves with this sector.

Refiners should also focus
on energy consumption
NEED TO DO
and reducing their carbon
However, there are good business
A
BETTER JOB reasons to engage with this community.
footprint. This can be
OF ENGAGING
done by improving energy
It is an important source of precious
efficiency as well as
WITH THE
metals that needs to be refined and it
utilizing renewable energy
presents a good business opportunity
ARTISANAL
sources. When it comes to
if we are cautious and we deal with
AND
SMALLenergy efficiency, there are
responsible counterparties and
SCALE MINING operations.
many things we can do in
SECTOR (ASM).
our facilities, for example
Engaging with this sector also
by using variable speed
contributes to economic development
pumps, better insulation etc. When it comes
which could lead to the formalization of the
to renewable energy, we all have facilities
mining industry in those communities and this
with large roof areas that we could cover with
can reduce conflict mineral and metal supply.
solar panels and we could even consider
the cogeneration of hot water and electricity
using natural gas micro-turbines.

We educate ourselves. There are
publications on responsible sourcing from
the artisanal and small-mining community.
We need to find the right partners to work
with and we need to make site visits to see
and understand what is occurring on the
ground. We always need to be careful and do
our due diligence but I would encourage us
to become more involved in this community
because it can have wide ranging benefits.

CONCLUSION
I would like to conclude by noting that
there are many good business reasons to
operate more sustainably. It can result in
reduced risk, lower costs and it can bolster
your reputation. I would like to encourage
us to become more engaged with the
artisanal and small-scale mining supply
chain. They have feedstock that needs
to be refined and we can have a positive
impact on this community. Finally, I would
like to note that implementing sustainable
business practices is simply the right thing
to do. Part of our responsibility to future
generations, our society and our planet is
to start thinking long term and operating
more sustainably in our industry.

Michael B. Mooiman
has Master’s degrees
in Chemistry and
Business and a PhD
in Metallurgical
Engineering
(University of Utah)
and he has spent most of his career in the
extractive metallurgy and precious metal
business. He worked for Metalor Technologies
for almost 20 years in different roles including
Director, VP Production and General Manager.
He has published over 30 papers and is also
the holder of two US Patents for precious
metal recovery. He is the President of Argo
Advisors International and has consulted for
major metallurgical research organizations
and metals operations in the USA, South
Africa, Europe and Canada.
When he is not consulting, he is an Associate
Professor in the MBA program at Franklin
Pierce University, New Hampshire where he
teaches Finance and coordinates their MBA
in Energy and Sustainability Studies. He is a
member of the Mineral, Metals and Material
Society and is co-President of the New
England Chapter of the International
Precious Metals Institute.
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GLOBAL
PRECIOUS
METALS
CONFERENCE
2019
13-15 OCTOBER

Grand Hyatt, Shenzhen

REGISTRATION
NOW OPEN!
• Excellent networking opportunities
• 325 companies from over 40 countries
• Expert speakers and leading industry figures
Interested in sponsoring or exhibiting?

ENQUIRE NOW

conference@lbma.org.uk
www.preciousmetalsconference2019.com
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By No Stretch
of the Imagination...
AN INTERVIEW WITH PETER DRABWELL
Peter, or “Stretch”, as he
is more commonly known,
took a career break early
last year after more than
30 years working in the
bullion market. Aelred
Connelly caught up with
him to reminisce about
his career and find out
what he has been doing
over the last year and his
plans for the future.
IT’S OVER A YEAR SINCE YOU
RETIRED, WHAT HAVE YOU
BEEN UP TO SINCE?
Well, my timing was, for once, pretty good in
leaving HSBC when I did, given the summer
we had in London in 2018. Plenty of time on
the golf course, though sadly not reflected
in a reduction of my handicap. Some very
pleasant days at Lord’s watching cricket and
continuing to coach my son’s Under 10s
football team. Throw in a few holidays, plenty
of time with the family and a renewed interest
in gardening, and the time has flown by!

ARE YOU, OR HAVE YOU BEEN
TEMPTED, TO DIP YOUR TOE BACK
IN THE MARKET, PERHAPS AS A
CONSULTANT?
I was determined to take a break from
working for a minimum of one year. It gave
me time to reflect on what had gone before

and to look at what I wanted to do in the
future. At the start of 2019, I decided
to look into returning to the market on a
consultancy basis. Trade wars, Brexit and
the new technology being deployed, all point,
by extension, to interesting and exciting
times for both gold and the other precious
metals. As a result, I created Balance Metals
Consulting Ltd and am exploring a number
of projects. I like the idea of not being tied
into one institution and hopefully being able
to call on 30 years’ experience where it is
considered to be of value somewhere across
the metals spectrum.

YOU SPENT OVER 30 YEARS IN
THE BULLION MARKET. WHAT DO
YOU MISS MOST, THE WORK OR
THE PEOPLE?

the atmosphere across the whole floor was
electric. I miss being involved in markets on
such momentous occasions.

WHAT ATTRACTED YOU TO THE
PRECIOUS METALS INDUSTRY?
WHERE AND WHEN DID YOU
START YOUR CAREER?
To be honest, I stumbled into the industry
by accident. I left school at 18 and went into
accountancy for a couple of years. I was on
holiday with some friends in the summer of
1986, one of whom, Andy Huxtable, worked
in Bullion Operations at J P Morgan, or
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. as it was known
back then. He mentioned that there was a job
going in the Financial Accounting department.
I interviewed, somehow got the job and Andy
earned £300 for the referral. He still owes
me a beer for that! About a year later, a
vacancy arose in the Bullion Ops team and I
moved over.

The simple answer is I miss both. I was
fortunate to work with and become friends
with some hugely talented, interesting and
decent people during my career. Many of
My boss was Peter Smith, who of course
them have also retired, so I am lucky to still
is still very much involved in JPM and the
be in touch with them and meet up every so
market long after me! It was whilst working
often, but I do miss the day-to-day interaction,
in Operations that I started to come into
the humour and the camaraderie that comes
contact with the trading desk and began to
with working with a close-knit team. As for the
get interested in what took
work, my role changed over
place there. I was moved
I RECALL BEING
the years. Regulatory and
into a trading support role
administrative requirements
IN THE OFFICE ALL
before one of the traders
meant that more and more
NIGHT ON TWO
resigned, and I asked to be
of my time was spent away
OCCASIONS IN 2016 – considered. Luckily, I was
from the trading desk, but
UK REFERENDUM
given the opportunity, and
I do miss the excitement,
the rest, as they say, is
AND THE US
the cut and thrust of the
history.
markets, especially during
ELECTION – AND
the volatile periods. I
THE ATMOSPHERE
recall being in the office
ACROSS THE WHOLE
all night on two occasions
FLOOR
WAS ELECTRIC.
in 2016 – UK Referendum
and the US election – and
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Sadly, that path is rarely available nowadays to back office staff
wishing to move onto a trading desk in banks due to a combination
of compliance restrictions and, of course, the larger firms preferring
to recruit from the pool of graduates that they take on annually. I do
think that a lot of talent is left untapped as a result. Some of the best
traders I have worked with or was in competition with left school at
16 and went straight out to work, started at the bottom and worked
their way up to enjoy very successful careers. It’s interesting to see
firms such as Amazon and Google recruiting school leavers at 18 and
giving them an alternative three-year ‘education’ to that which they
would have received at university. With many graduates struggling to
find work after completion of their degree, I suspect we may see more
firms following suit and, who knows, maybe investment banks too.

WHAT WAS YOUR FIRST ROLE AND HOW DID
THAT EVOLVE OVER THE YEARS?
My first role on the trading desk was as an assistant to David Spraggs
at JPM. He was a hard taskmaster but taught me some valuable
lessons in trading which stood me in good stead throughout my
career. Eventually, I took over the running of the silver book, then
latterly gold when I moved to UBS. I continued to trade gold through
my time at AIG, Goldman Sachs and my first five years at HSBC before
moving into a sales role and then a managerial position for the last
three years of my time there.

DID THE CULTURE OF THE CITY CHANGE
NOTABLY AFTER BIG BANG IN 1987?
I started working in the city in late 1986 just after Big Bang. Margaret
Thatcher’s deregulated markets had come into effect, which
ultimately lead to some well-documented, unintended regulatory
consequences many years later, of course. The mood in the City was
one of optimism, ambition and, undoubtedly in some quarters, greed
and arrogance. The film Wall Street was released, Gordon Gekko
was claiming that “greed is good”, Harry Enfield’s ‘Loadsamoney’
character was flashing the cash and some traders probably saw these
guys as role models! I was in my early 20s, employed by one of the
premium names in investment
banking, working with some very
SOME OF THE BEST
smart and successful people,
TRADERS I HAVE
and enjoying the social side
WORKED WITH OR
enormously! It was an exciting
WAS IN COMPETITION time and place to be working on
a trading floor as a junior dealer
WITH LEFT SCHOOL
for sure.

AT 16 AND WENT
STRAIGHT OUT TO
WORK, STARTED AT
THE BOTTOM AND
WORKED THEIR
WAY UP TO ENJOY
VERY SUCCESSFUL
CAREERS.

WHAT WAS YOUR
BIGGEST ACHIEVEMENT
DURING YOUR CAREER?

It’s hard to pinpoint one. I was
proud to be elected to and remain
on the Management Committee/
Board of LBMA, and I hopefully
contributed in some small way to
the Association. I was fortunate to
work for some major players in the market and was never unemployed
in over 30 years, so hopefully that means I was doing something right.
In terms of price action, I was fortunate to be in the market during
a period which saw the lows of $250 per ounce and the high above
$1,900. I traded through two Gulf wars, the financial crisis, 9/11, the
Washington Gold Agreement, Brexit and Trump’s election amongst
others. Whilst I would not wish most of those events in recent history
to be repeated, it meant, as a trader, challenging yourself during some
of the most volatile conditions ever known. Luckily, all the institutions I
have worked for are still in business!

WHAT WERE THE BIGGEST CHANGES AND
DEVELOPMENTS THAT YOU WITNESSED DURING
YOUR CAREER?
In terms of PM markets, these were probably three-fold. Firstly, the
technological changes and advancements in trading and execution were
huge. When I started out, liquidity was via interbank telephone call-outs
to fellow market makers and voice broking. Comex was open outcry,
accessed via a phone clerk bawling orders to his broker in the pit.
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Whilst no doubt sounding archaic to the millennials, such techniques
provided a good trading education. Being a spot market maker then
meant a steady stream of calls and price requests – far more so than
now. It taught you to read a market, to quote your position and your
view. It was more intense and faster paced. Nowadays, execution is
electronic, largely anonymous and obviously much less labour intensive,
for better or worse. That’s not to say that the innovations that followed
are not welcome, but that old-fashioned, ‘seat-of-your-pants’ quoting
style proved to be invaluable experience in later years for many traders
during extreme volatility.

The emergence and
integration of the Chinese
market onto the global
stage, to the point where
it is the world’s largest
producer and consumer
of gold, has changed
the whole dynamic
of the market.
The second-biggest change would have to be the regional
diversification in demand for gold and silver, specifically, the welldocumented ‘West to East shift’. The emergence and integration
of the Chinese market onto the global stage, to the point where it is
the world’s largest producer and consumer of gold, has changed the
whole dynamic of the market.
Finally, the access to trading and owning gold in the last 10 to
15 years, by virtue of the new products developed to do so, has
expanded the participation hugely. The advent of ETFs helped put
gold front and centre onto trading screens where it previously was
not considered. Now we have gold-backed, digital currencies invading
the space, and so corporate and sole traders alike have far more
choice in how they can invest and speculate, and are able to do so
simply and efficiently.
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From a people perspective, whilst still not
at the desired levels, I think the greater
numbers of women on trading floors and in
positions of seniority has been a significant,
welcome and long-overdue development.
Within our market, we are fortunate to have a
role model in Ruth Crowell at the forefront of
LBMA, hopefully providing inspiration to other
women seeking a successful and rewarding
career in financial markets and, specifically,
precious metals.

YOU WERE A MEMBER OF THE
LBMA MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
(NOW THE BOARD) FOR MANY
YEARS. WHAT WAS YOUR BIGGEST
ACHIEVEMENT?
My time on the Management Committee/
Board coincided with some important
changes for both the market and LBMA.
One of the standout tasks we had to
undertake was the transitioning of the
Fixings to the new London Gold/Silver Price
methodology post LIBOR. Ensuring the
processes were IOSCO-compliant required a
move to an independent third-party provider
and administrator. I believe this was a good
example of LBMA, original Fixing members
and technology providers working together
in the interests of the wider market to
transition the benchmark to meet the
new regulatory requirements.

DO YOU THINK THAT THE NEW
BOARD STRUCTURE INTRODUCED
IN 2017 HAS IMPROVED THE WAY
THAT LBMA OPERATES? (E.G. THE
INTRODUCTION OF NEDS, ETC.)
Without doubt. The London market has
expanded and evolved greatly since the
formation of LBMA and therefore the
workload and responsibility of the various
committees, including the MC, have similarly
increased. Whilst many of the original
Management Committee members, drawn
from various member firms, gave freely of
their wealth of knowledge and experience,
it made sense to diversify and increase the
skill sets and make-up of the new Board, as
well as introducing fresh, independent ideas.
To that extent, an independent Chair, plus an
NED, along with specialists from the various
sectors within the industry can only be
welcome and worthwhile additions.

I WAS FORTUNATE
TO BE IN
THE MARKET
DURING A PERIOD
WHICH SAW
THE LOWS OF

$250

Below - Stretch (far left) with the rest of Management
Committee at the 2012 Biennial Dinner.

PER OUNCE
AND THE
HIGH ABOVE

$1,900

WHAT ARE THE BIGGEST
CHALLENGES, OR THE NEXT
BIG CHALLENGE FOR LBMA?
For many people within the industry across
the globe, LBMA is seen as the authority for
gold, particularly in the physical sector where
the Gold Delivery List remains the ‘bible’ for
refiners, vaults and clearers. However, LBMA
is, by definition, an Association and not a
regulator.
Some have
IT MADE SENSE
pushed for
TO
DIVERSIFY AND
this step to
INCREASE THE SKILL
be taken,
SETS AND MAKEbut the
logistics,
UP OF THE NEW
costs and
BOARD, AS WELL AS
legalities
INTRODUCING FRESH,
involved
INDEPENDENT IDEAS.
in such a
transition
remain preventative. It comes down to
identity and how LBMA wishes to be
perceived. Whilst the terminal market
can still be argued to be here in London,
undeniably vast amounts of gold and silver
trade outside of LBMA jurisdiction. Ideally,
the global market will trade under one ‘rule
book’. This will require LBMA to extend
its reach and presence regionally, as I
understand it has already begun to do, and
work in collaboration with local regulators to
ensure that the integrity and credibility of the
global market is upheld.

IN YOUR TIME IN THE INDUSTRY,
WHO HAVE YOU MOST ADMIRED
IN THE INDUSTRY. AND WHY?
I have been fortunate to work with, for and
in competition with some of the good and
the great of the bullion market in my career.
Certain clients I have respected for both their
skill and their integrity in how they conducted
their business. I have been lucky to have had
some good role models in the managers I
have worked for, many of whom I remain firm
friends with. But if I had to pick one person,
it would be Martin Stokes, who gave me my
opportunity at JPM to join the trading desk
and showed faith in me despite some early
doubts! Martin was extremely loyal to his
team and would fight its corner at every turn.
He did not always endear himself to his own
management as a result, but nevertheless
would not back down if he believed he was
right. His success prior to and during his time
at JPM earned the respect of his peers and
team, and of course he went on to become
chairman of LBMA. He was respected and
admired globally within the market, and
was a hugely intelligent and knowledgeable
presence. Somewhat eccentric, I can also
say that he is the only boss I have worked
for who would put a central bank call on
hold because he was listening to a horse
race in which he had a vested interest! I
have much to be grateful to Martin for,
on many levels, and I always enjoy his
company when we meet up.
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DO YOU THINK THAT THE PEOPLE
STAYING IN THE MARKET FOR A
LONG TIME HAS HELPED LONDON
MAINTAIN ITS POSITION AS
THE GLOBAL CENTRE OF THE
PRECIOUS METALS MARKET?

pre-eminent centre for precious metals,
maintaining its integrity but ensuring it does
not stand still and rest on its laurels.
I was concerned that there was a sevenor eight-year gap in recruitment when gold
was in the doldrums in the late 1990s and
early 2000s.

I think continuity and experience are valuable
assets in any business so long as they are
People were leaving for other markets and
balanced with the introduction of fresh ideas
graduates were being lured onto FX and
and initiatives along the way. The bullion
equity desks. Consequently, it was not
market is somewhat unique in that it has
until the financial crisis, when gold hit the
many ‘lifers’ – people who have spent most
headlines again, that precious metals was
of their careers trading, selling or managing
back on the radar as a career path. In my
within the industry, and so tapping into that
experience at HSBC over the last five years,
experience and knowledge base has to be
that gap seems to have been filled ably by
worth harnessing. I have always felt that
some very capable 30-somethings and,
there has been a
with the guidance of the more
great sense of pride
experienced heads around them, I
MARTIN
STOKES
GAVE
amongst my peers
am confident that the market is in
ME
MY
OPPORTUNITY
in our market. This
good hands for years to come.
extends to promoting
AT JPM TO JOIN THE
and maintaining
TRADING DESK AND
its position as the

SHOWED FAITH IN ME.

LAST YEAR, WE INTERVIEWED
ONE OF YOUR FORMER
COLLEAGUES AT JP MORGAN
AFTER HE STEPPED DOWN
AS CHAIR OF THE PHYSICAL
COMMITTEE AFTER 26 YEARS
AND ASKED HIM WHETHER HE
HAD BEEN SHAPED BY THE
MARKET OR THE OTHER WAY
ROUND? HOW WOULD YOU
ANSWER THAT QUESTION?
I could argue that Peter himself ‘shaped’
me, given he was my first boss within the
industry! I could never claim to have had
any meaningful influence on the market
personally. Certainly, it has given me a
hugely fulfilling career, one I could not have
envisaged on leaving school. It has provided
me with many memorable experiences and
travel to various parts of the globe, and
enabled me to meet many fantastic people
along the way. It has taught me too many
life lessons to list here and continues to
fascinate me still. I was lucky to
stumble into it at the outset and I
count myself lucky to have been a
part of it for so long.

FINALLY, WHAT MESSAGE
WOULD YOU LIKE TO GIVE
TO FRIENDS AND FORMER
COLLEAGUES WHO MIGHT BE
READING THIS INTERVIEW?
Without wishing to sound like an
Oscar acceptance speech, thank you
for helping me survive in the industry
for over 30 years, for your friendship,
support and advice, and to those nearer
the beginning than the end of their
careers, make sure you take good
care of our market, but don’t forget to
have a good time along the way.

Left - Stretch recreating the classic comedy
sketch from the 1966 Frost Report as
John Cleese, with Neil Harby (Ronnie Barker)
and Peter Smith (Ronnie Corbett).

Aelred Connelly,
PR Officer, LBMA
Aelred joined the LBMA
in September 2011.
He provides support to
the Chief Executive in
the administration and
organisation of the Association’s Public Affairs.
He is responsible for Press enquiries, is the
editor of the Alchemist as well as contributing
to other LBMA publications, provision of the
website and support for LBMA events.
Prior to joining the LBMA, he worked at the
Bank of England for more than twenty-five
years, the last five as an analyst in the
Bank’s gold bullion department.
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The Congress
This Congress forms part of a series of activities by the
Goldsmiths’ Company to advance and disseminate
knowledge and to encourage research and its exploitation
in the field of jewellery & silverware technology. Its aim
is to promote participation in new technologies and best
practice that will lead to innovative design, improved quality
and production efficiency and increase the expertise within
our industry.
This new Materials Congress is supported by the
internationally renowned Santa Fe Symposium® for
jewellery manufacturing technology, based in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, USA, now in its 33rd year. Its co-founder, Eddie
Bell, is convinced that the Symposium has successfully
served as an outlet for his drive to share knowledge and
expertise within the industry with those who share his
passion for the craft. Eddie will be one of the Keynote
speakers at this inaugural Congress.
The Materials Congress aims to bring his ethos to the
UK and Europe. It will support the jewellery & silverware
community and provide a collaborative, non-commercial
forum to share knowledge and foster technological and
operational innovation.

Conference fees
The attendance fee will be £480 but current students
will be free of charge. This aligns with the Goldsmiths’
Company ethos to educate and engage the future of
the trade. The fee includes the catering arrangements
described below, and conference proceedings.

Practical Information
Catering: Lunch will be provided on both days of the
conference. There will be a gala dinner in the spectacular
surrounds of Goldsmiths’ Hall on the night of Monday 8
July. There will be accompanying entertainment.

Optional tours: On Wednesday, 10th July, there will be
tours open to all delegates to The London Assay Office
(at Goldsmiths’ Hall), to the Goldsmiths’ Centre at nearby
Clerkenwell, in the heart of the London jewellery industry
and to a leading silver manufacturer.
Hotel Accommodation: There is a range of hotels available
near Goldsmiths Hall. A list is available on request. Hotel/
accommodation costs are not included in the price of the
Congress.
Transport: There are good public transport links to
Goldsmiths Hall – bus and underground railway. It is
accessible from all main railway termini in London
There are several airports serving London. The nearest are
London City, London Heathrow and London Stansted whilst
London Gatwick has direct rail links into London.

Keynote speakers
Eddie Bell Rio Grande Executive Vice President
Emeritus, Albuquerque USA and Co-Founder of the
Santa Fe Symposium®
Grant Macdonald Founding Director,
Grant Macdonald Silversmiths, London UK
Tim Burstein Retired Professor of Materials Chemistry
& Corrosion, University of Cambridge, UK.
Chris Corti MD, COReGOLD Technology, Reading, UK

Registration information
To register your interest please click on this link;
www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/the-goldsmiths-companyjewellery-materials-congress-tickets-52096249284

For the latest news, please visit:
www.assayofficelondon.co.uk/events/the-goldsmiths-company-jewellery-materials-congress
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FACING
FACTS

BY NATALIE SCOTT-GRAY, METALS DEMAND ANALYST –
FORECASTS, GFMS, REFINITIV

In their latest 2019 Annual Silver
Survey, GFMS report that industrial
fabrication ticks down in 2018, while
investment in silver bars and coins
rebound, and mine production falls
for a third consecutive year.
Filtering out the noise in order to lift out the major changes that
characterised the industry last year, three main developments
stand out:

1

Industrial fabrication lost 1% last year, which slightly
reduced its market share from 59% to 56%.

Following three consecutive years of increases, silver demand
from the solar industry took a breather in 2018. That might sound
counterintuitive considering the continued commitments from the
various governments to increase solar as a part of their energy
generating portfolios; however, silver powder production fell due to
continued thrifting and a glut of inventory that needs to find its way
through the system first. The drop was countered by a rise of silver
demand from the electronics and electrical, and brazing alloys and
solder sectors.

2

Following two consecutive years of decline, investment
in silver bars and coins grew by an impressive 20% last year.

This was driven almost exclusively by an exceptionally strong demand
sentiment in India. Elsewhere, signs of an improvement in investor
sentiment were also recorded, following the dovish tone of the Fed
and stock market wobbles, but this has failed as yet to translate
into meaningful purchases.

3

For the third consecutive year, silver mine output fell, declining
by 2.4% last year, driven primarily by the lead/zinc sectors.

In addition, scrap contracted as well, driven by the 8% decline in the
average silver price, with fewer consumers incentivised to return their
old jewellery and silverware items, pushing total supply down 3%.
As a result, the physical market balance reached a minor deficit of
29.2 Moz (908 t), which is approximately 3% of annual demand and,
therefore, give or take within the boundaries of error, considered as
a more or less balanced market. The small shortage was absorbed
by metal made available from ETPs, which recorded net sales of 20.3
Moz (631 t) last year (only the third recorded net decline in ETPs this
decade). A 38% net rise of exchange inventory build, however, pulled
metal into the various global warehouses again, pushing the net
balance to a deficit of 80.1 Moz (2,491 t) in 2018.
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SUPPLY HIGHLIGHTS
•G
 lobal silver mine production declined by
2.4% in 2018, to a total of 855.7 Moz
(26,741 t).

• Following a 1% rise in 2017, global
scrap supply retreated 2% last year to
151.3 Moz (4,706).
Silver mine production fell by 21.2 Moz
(660 t) in 2018, the third consecutive yearon-year drop. The decline is attributable to
RESEARCH AND
the primary and lead/zinc sectors, mainly
in the Americas, as Guatemala’s High Court
suspended the mining licence of its biggest
operation, while maintenance problems at
Canada’s top producer negatively affected
silver output by a combined 23.5 Moz
(736 t). Partially offsetting the losses, India, China and Argentina’s
silver production rose by a combined 8.8 Moz (275 t). We estimate
that on a co-product accounting basis, Total Cash Cost + Capex
decreased by 1.6% at a global level, averaging $10.37/ oz. The
ramping-up of operations in Argentina, India and Mexico is expected
for 2019, with global production anticipated to rise.
Global scrap supply fell by 2% last year to 151.3 Moz (4,706 t), with
a drop recorded across all regions in North America. Supply from
North America was slightly higher due to a continued robust economic
climate that generated silver industrial waste. Other regions, however,
countered that development, generated by lower silver prices, which
reduced jewellery scrap returns from the market.
The global silver producer hedge book decreased by 2.8 Moz (88 t),
leaving the delta-adjusted position at 18.7 Moz (581 t) by the end of
2018. The delivery into the hedge book was led by Nyrstar, followed
by Industrias Peñoles and Harmony Gold. The producer community
strongly favoured forward sales over options.

DEMAND HIGHLIGHTS IN 2018
• T otal physical demand rose 4% in 2018 to 1,033.5 Moz
(32,146 t), driven higher by a recovery in retail investment (bars
and coins), plus further gains from jewellery and silverware. The
modest increase in these sectors offset a slight contraction in
silver used in industrial applications.

• S ilver jewellery fabrication increased 4% to 212.5 Moz (6,611 t)
in 2018, with India and North America accounting for the bulk of
the rise in demand, offsetting falls across East Asia and Europe.

• Industrial fabrication fell to 578.6 Moz (17,997 t) in 2018, a 1%
decline from the previous year. A drop in silver demand from the
photovoltaic sector (PV) accounted for the bulk of the decline,
offsetting annual increases in the electronics and electrical, and
the brazing alloys and solders sectors. Demand from photographic
applications continued to retreat, while demand from ethylene
oxide (EO) was also weaker.

• C oin and bar investment rebounded in 2018, increasing by 20%
or 30.8 Moz (958 t) to 181.2 Moz (5,636 t) due to a rise in
demand for physical bars.
Total physical demand saw a 4% increase in 2018 to an estimated
1,033.5 Moz (32,146 t), a three-year high. A strong recovery from
retail investment (bars and coins), plus further gains from jewellery and
silverware, offset a slight contraction in industrial applications. The 1%
decline in industrial demand was largely a function of a drop in silver
used in photovoltaics (PV), with this fall offsetting modest gains in
electronics and electrical, and brazing alloys and solders.
Global industrial off-take totalled 578.6 Moz (17,997 t) in 2018, a
1% decline from the previous year. A drop in silver demand from the
photovoltaic sector accounted for the bulk of the decline as the market
adjusted to reduced silver loadings in solar modules, with the lower
figure from this sector masking some solid gains elsewhere.
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In 2018, silver demand for photographic
applications slipped by 4% to 39.3 Moz
(1,222 t). This prolonged long-term decline
has seen demand from this sector fall acutely
to now contribute just 4% of total demand. It
would appear that demand has now largely
stabilised and that current fabrication volumes
may be largely sustainable, or at worst held
to modest declines. Indeed, there are some
industry segments that are having somewhat
of a renaissance and may well deliver gains in
the future.

Silver jewellery fabrication increased for the
second year in succession, rising 4% to an
estimated 212.5 Moz (6,609 t). India was
again the standout last year, with a surge in
demand in the final quarter driving annual
consumption 16% higher to a new record level.
Elsewhere demand was mixed, with fabrication
demand in the United States recording another
annual rise (although the pace of expansion
slowed from the previous year), while European
demand dipped 3%. In East Asia, demand as a
bloc was 3% weaker, dragged lower by declines

Natalie Scott-Gray is a Metals Demand
Analyst at GFMS, Refinitiv. She is the
key analyst covering materials used in
rechargeable batteries, predominately utilised in
both the automotive and power grid sectors. She
is the lead analyst for the GFMS coverage on
cross commodities, in addition to heading up the
team’s technical analysis across the metals space. Furthermore,
she is responsible for covering metal demand in the European
markets. Prior to GFMS, Natalie was an oil and gas upstream
analyst. She holds a Masters Degree in Chemistry from the
University of Edinburgh.

Global silverware
fabrication increased
for the second year
in succession, rising
6% year-on-year to an
estimated 61.1 Moz
(1,900 t), a three-year
high. India once again
accounted for the bulk of the annual rise,
increasing 10% year-on-year and accounting
for more than two-thirds of global consumption.
Identifiable investment, which consists of
physical bar investment, coins and medals
purchases, and additions or drawdowns
to ETP holdings, rose 5% to 161.0 Moz
(5,007 t) in 2018. In value terms, identifiable
investment was approximately $2.5 billion,
8% lower than in 2017.
Following a precipitous fall in
2017, coin demand eased 4%
last year, dragged lower by
sizeable falls in Oceania and
North America. Meanwhile, bar
demand jumped 53% last year
to the highest level since 2016,
with India accounting for the bulk
of the rise, while ETP holdings
retreated by 20.3 Moz (631 t)
to finish the year at 649.5 Moz
(20,202 t).

For the third consecutive year, silver coins
and medal fabrication fell 4% to 82.6 Moz
(2,569 t) last year. The drop was particularly
pronounced in North America, where sales
continued to be subdued on the back of a
challenging retail purchasing climate, although
numismatic and other coin sales increased
substantially.
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Silver demand from the photovoltaic (PV)
sector retreated in 2018, easing 9% to 80.5
Moz (2,504 t). While the market continued
to advance (with global installations reaching
a record high last year), silver used in this
segment declined due to ongoing thrifting of
silver loadings. China again dominated new
installations in 2018, but a legislative change
in May last year had an acute impact on
domestic demand.

in China and Thailand,
offsetting gains in
Indonesia and
Vietnam as both
markets continued
to expand.

Ounces
Ounces
Ounces
Ounces
Million
Million
Million
Million

Demand from the electronics and electrical
sector rose for the second year in succession
as did demand from the brazing alloys and
solders sector, which hit a three-year high.
Demand from photographic applications
continued to retreat, while demand from EO
was the largest casualty in this sector, falling
by a fifth from 2017 volumes.
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REGULATION

UPDATE
BY BEN PARTRIDGE, TRAINEE SOLICITOR, LBMA

Ben is a trainee solicitor currently on
secondment at LBMA from global law firm
HFW. HFW is a sector-focused law firm specialising
in aerospace, commodities, construction, energy
and resources, insurance and reinsurance, and
shipping. Ben read English & Philosophy at the
University of Leeds and has a Masters’ degree
in Politics from King’s College London. He is a
qualified teacher, having participated in the Teach First programme
before making the transition to law.

CONFLICT MINERALS REGULATION
The Conflict Minerals Regulation (CMR) was passed by the EU in
2017 and is intended to: (a) prevent conflict minerals and metals
from being exported to the EU; (b) stop global and EU smelters and
refiners from using conflict minerals; and (c) protect mine workers
from abuse. The CMR will come into force on 1 January 2021,
applying to all entities importing tin, tantalum, tungsten and gold
into the EU from conflict-affected and high-risk (CAHR) areas.
During 2019, the European Commission (EC) will release a nonexhaustive list of countries which ought to be identified as CAHR.
Under the CMR, as drafted, all entities sourcing an annual import
volume of 100kg or more of gold (refiners, mints, banks, traders,
retailers, etc.) must identify and address actual and potential risks
linked to CAHR areas when they carry out due diligence of their
supply chain. CMR does not apply to recycled metals or stocks
created before 1 February 2013.

CMR WILL COME
INTO FORCE ON
1 JANUARY
2021, APPLYING
TO ALL ENTITIES
IMPORTING GOLD
INTO THE EU FROM
CONFLICT-AFFECTED
AND HIGH-RISK
(CAHR) AREAS.

The obligations under the CMR
implement the five-step framework
provided by the OECD Due Diligence
Guidance for Responsible Supply
Chains of Minerals from ConflictAffected and High-Risk Areas (the
OECD Guidance). Importers adhering
to the recommendations of the
OECD Guidance will thus be able to
demonstrate compliance with the
CMR. LBMA is already applying for its
Responsible Sourcing

Programme (RSP), which is based on
IF SUCCESSFUL,
the OECD Guidance, to be formally
COMPLIANCE
WITH
recognised as an industry scheme
LBMA’S RSP WILL
equivalent to the five-step requirements
set out in the CMR. If successful,
DEMONSTRATE
compliance with LBMA’s RSP will
COMPLIANCE
demonstrate compliance with CMR. In
WITH CMR.
advance of 1 January 2021, importers
should therefore prepare to formalise
their management systems in line with LBMA’s RSP and the OECD
Guidance. Non-EU suppliers will also be affected as they will need to
prove to EU importers that they source responsibly.

REPORTING OBLIGATION
Step 5 of the OECD Guidance and article 7 of the CMR focus on
reporting, with the following objective: “To publicly report on due
diligence for responsible supply chains of gold from conflict-affected
and high-risk areas in order to generate public confidence in the
measures companies are taking.” LBMA has set up a Working
Group, that will address Bullion Bank Reporting in order to prepare
a declaration which will help banks to comply with this public
reporting requirement.
An online transparency platform where downstream companies can
voluntarily share information on their due diligence for metals and
minerals will soon be released by the EC. Those interested in this
process can contact TRADE-RESPONSIBLE-SOURCING@ec.europa.eu
for more information.

MARKET MOVES
RHONA O’CONNELL JOINS INTL FCSTONE
INTL FCStone has appointed Rhona O’Connell to develop its non-American based Commodities market
analysis, building a team supporting precious and non-precious metals, and also the Agricultural and
Energy sectors. She has over 35 years’ experience in the markets and was until recently the team
leader at GFMS, where she had worked for 15 years. She returns to the heart of the City, working
along-side teams that are actively involved in all aspects of the physical and derivatives markets and
supporting clients across the value chain.

The Alchemist is published quarterly by LBMA. If you would like to contribute an article to the Alchemist
or if you require further information please contact the Editor, Aelred Connelly,
LBMA, 1-2 Royal Exchange Buildings, Royal Exchange, London EC3V 3LF
Telephone: 020 7796 3067 Email: aelred.connelly@lbma.org.uk
www.lbma.org.uk
Given the freedom of expression offered to contributors and whilst great care has been taken to ensure that the information contained in the
Alchemist is accurate, LBMA can accept no responsibility for any mistakes, errors or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon.
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PAMP is one of the world’s largest,
independently-held precious metals
refineries, providing the industry an
innovative, 360° full service perspective from pick up of doré from the mine,
through to assaying, refining, hedging
services and global delivery of bars. All
precious metals are processed – gold,
PGM and silver.
PAMP is the industry’s most accredited
refiner and fabricator of precious metals
and its bullion is accepted as ‘Good
Delivery’ by all leading futures markets
worldwide. And PAMP is further honored
as one of only three refineries in the world
as ‘Referee’ of the LBMA and LPPM.

REFINING

Gold, PGM, silver

ETHICAL
SOURCING

VERISCAN

Bullion security
system

All metals

SECURE
STORAGE

PHYSICAL
SUPPLY

Strategic global
locations

Cast, minted
& industrial

PROVENANCE

Mines to end
product, supported
by Blockchain

PAMP is at the very forefront of responsible
gold sourcing, offering clients transparent
metal sourcing and an immutable
Blockchain-supported record of provenance
and custody throughout the entire production
process. All products produced by PAMP may
also be instantly authenticated by both
distributors and end users with VERISCAN,
our innovative bullion and coin security
iPhone® app.
For in-depth detail, we invite you to visit pamp.com
Compatible only with iPhone versions 6 and up.
Please visit pamp.com/veriscan for further details.

